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A fire of undetermined orgin was discovered by Terrace to have occurred on the lower level where most of the books 
RCMP in the Winterland Gmerai Store at 3210 Kalum Street, and periodicals were on dlsplsy. Although, the fire appeared 
at approximately 4:30 Wednesday morning.. The pollec called 
in the Terrace Fire Department, which was on the sceee in the most intense on the upper floor, it was at first assumed 
the fire had started there, by noon Wednesday, it had still not 
minutes. The upstairs of the store, which had beennewly laid 
out, appeared almost otally damaged, andtheupstni~floor' been determined, where the fire had begun. Opened in 
and the ceiling of the ground floor, was almost burned' Terruee :approximately four and one huh years ago,, the 
through. Considerable damage by smoke and water appears Wligd'land General Store is owned hy Ray Jefferd. Ap- 
proximately ten people, some of them part time are era- in the quick arrest and extinction of the rapidly spreading 
ployed on staff. Jefferd told the Herald the business was fire, and its'containment mostly to the upper level. Despite 
completely covered by insurance. Asked whether the fire 
would mean laying off the staff for an indiflnlte period, the seriousness of the conflagration, the fire was out. the 
Jefferd said he carried bus~eas Interruption iosurance,.and smoke removed, and the hoses all rolled up and put away 
although he hadn't checked it out as yet, he was hopeful the within two hours of receiving the call. There were no InJnires. 
stuff could be eovered. The building is heated by naturat ~0s. Causeof the fire and amount of the damage is under routine 
The prompt arrival hy the Terraee Fire Department resulted investigation. 
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Alcan dock on the extr:e~e right nnd Eurucan dock on the Herald explainthe passlhilltyd aKlflmat grsin t 
extreme left, both border .on the proposed sight site for a very real. A.ccording to alderman Ran Burner, 
fensable grain terminal In Kitlmat. Details In yesterday s flrst'xitethat wouldheexaminedforaterminaL" 
MK Bay marina near Kltimat has been refused federal funds "are not adequate" for the population of small 
to expand and upgrade• docking facilities. Chnirmun of the operators In #.h~. area. 
"regional board Joe Banyay says the local mooring laeII/tles 
..... .. . . . . .  Sohoo l  .Parents  V iew 
Sex ,Educat  on 
:/".~'~...,~b.yDIlma M.c_Kay . . _- psrsonal~view~." • . ' ~ available . to •deal wKb" 
-~ ,~.au  , .om_o,.~ . The next meat~s ~ be p~,~tzquestiO.. ~grou~. 
. ,m.~suv, ~ ,uupu~u a.mc~mq~ held ~Anril 12 sand udll d,o~l" , .~,--..~,..,.....,~.....c.~:.,~,,~' 
• Tuesday night at 7:30 in the with c~, ,o  ~-.,~=~,~'~'^7'~= i.- ~t~ .r".~-~-r'9;.o.w~ *°~." a'; ~ '  
• Cassie ~n, ,  .h . . . , ,  ,,, _ ~.. ._  w,  ,~ , .  . . . .  • ,,. ,?..? :. ,.to prmctpal,verex banwtor  
: n~view ~e"sex:'~l"ue~ation .nc~.~.: .urug.:aq~au:. .w.m- his: strofigsUpporL of, ~¢..  
• f l ' lms.iTh~ ~showlng took:{ p~smy a ,iampmy.!anu ue.o. ~rent. education .program:. ,
• /@~.ox inm eyonh0~with~: :• : : /  • :~".: •-' . . . .  •-:.~:: ...... ~-m, , *  • • 
' '•Ailao~i :Pte."/'ce,•~ai"-~abHe~':..:.,,'."i:.i • .].. uvn$1o $  |!11 • 
health nurse with theSke~a'  "~/~ :..:. • .~'; :.] .. , l i p  . 
• Health Unit in ,:attendance. 
• ' Tldrtyparentsatte~ded, Boy . . .  _i. Pose Prob lem 
to Man and Girl toWoman~ ].  - . . , , .  
we~e the titles Of the two VANcouvER(CP) " TI f i lms  shown.  This .wan .. . . . .  '~ '  ' ~ ' Motel, said police, 
followed by discussion Over .SS-memner. gypsy ~an,  tOM 'her to hire a.. lawyer 
coffee for half an hour. " : recenuy aensea rexug, b~.ause they Can't.evict the 
, ,-status in Canada, still ' o~Y~e~i, e without a 'court General reaction by the ~. . . . . , . . .  ~ ~. .  , . . . ,  _ .~ . ,  
s '~ecanfa :  wa~ n~ e n r~a| l ' |u~ ~ ,Lm, ;uom,s  ~ ca  at~4ms ~l . J tq~ 
n,,~,,,n,,,, a ~,rade fi~o' than $~,lOOTuesday Still has • Meanwhi le Bi l l .  Vander 
. .. Zalm British Columbia's 
tea'--'~~', Cass~e Hall a'~ ant ~ paid.'. • human resources minister, 
swered questions put to her The group has said it has said he has been trying for 
by e the parents concerning no money topay the bill. 
film and gave her SukchailGill. owner of the- migration Minister Bud 
two days to contact Im- 
Cuilm to discuss the matter. 
,~ them into the 
it's their 
to look after 
Vender Zalm. 
in resources 
~off aldto the 
and a hail ago 
nl government 
ed to provide 
stance, 
s, members of 
Bow heavy with water as AI)RIATII( 
(CP) Water take~i-~ab0ar~i the ..s~,,p. to be vary'bow- area betwean ita inn~ and water clogged the pumps. It was eaeorted here by the 
the 193-metreAdrlat/k made heavy, said one of the ~ew outer shells. United States/Coast Guard 
the shlp:b0w-hea~,.as it members after the . The Adriatlk was. ea its cutter .Morgenthau, The 
battled!2-metre,w~ea~ ~ind Yugoslavian ship, which is . When the frelght~ began 'way to Chinawith Canadian Adrlatik is expected i to 
60-kiI0metre ~w~de:~,~' the ' registered in Panama, taking water Sunday night, graiawhich it had loaded is re~ainhere for two o~ three 
North i~Pacific:ie0uth of arrived herelate Tuesday. the crew attempted to pump VaneoUv~ The e]ght:year- dayswhile divers enmine 
Alaska. ~ ") . . . .  ~ ~ • it out/the crew member oldnveese] s problems negan its hull. If damaged, the ship 
"Almost all thewater that He said water" filled one of said. Their efforts were th- in heavy seas abo~ 416 would have to travel to 
flowedinto the ship rested in the ship's sevm holds, and warted, however, when knlometre~.south of Kodiak, Victoria or Vancouver for 
the forward part and caused may have permeated the leaking grain mixed with Alaska. repairs. 
)S '  a~d P~rov  m d  
, , . . . ,  Herring .,,e Harvest Oould Be Disaster 
arrived here 
five care after • ~ • 
n Montreal via VANCOUVER (CP) -- A may achieve $0,000 tens, Japan at prices of more than 
|tes.Thegroup disappointing catch  for Spitz said, butprocessing ~10a~und. 
~hildrenunder British Columbia's herring companies, which have 
~nant woman roe fishermen could mean increased to 58 froothe 5 n- Spitz said fishermen have 
o ldman~tha  red ink or even hankruptcx 1974, etm will.he hard hit. been able to sell their catch 
~n. ' . for ~.processing companl.es, "There is a reel possibility to cash bu~e~s right o~ the 
" the" Mad of the. Fisherles of fln~nclal hardships thie fishing grounds f~ more 
~L'HE Association of B,C, said year," Spitz said. "There's than $1,000 a ton, The 
Tuesday. - - lun toomany companies bidding agreed-u~n minimum price i 
Jerry Spitz said in a - for thefish." " wae$440aton, up from a $285 '
chnon address that fisher, Spitz said later the minlmuminlg'~'. ! 
ut'chan~ far men have taken only 45,000 possibility of bankruptcy 
~.  get ap- tons of the 80,-000-ton target looms for some com- ' Spitz said the cash buyors I
for fussing and there is only a week left panles,n~t al l  may survive have. sparked the corn- 
he  Youth in the lucrative fishing if the sale:price remains petitinnthatledtoeuchhigh 
t Program; season which opened two stable; The, herrlng are prices by offeriag far more 
larch S4th, / weeks ago. " . flripped of their roe, which is than more-established maJor, 
• ' , •With luck, the fishery still thmnireated and shipped to  processors. . 
ID*oe..e..oo o. .~e. .%- I -_ . . . . jo l%,*  ...o.o.°.?eo.%'j'o'aol~o.'i~°e'o'j "~__*°.'l*l'l . . . .  
TRUi)EAU SPEAKS 
Prime Mcnister Trudeau grams in the past. B~tit no~ 
~nld a U.S.~audience Wed. is f irmly commit ted  to 
~eeday night that Canada's restraint, he said, 
economic prosPecta are Tree text of Trudasu'a 
dcudedbecauseofthethreat address was released in 
~f Quehec's eeimration but Ottawa in  advance of 
~e expressed confidence the delivery. 
~otmtry will stay together. The black-tie dinner 
I n .  a speech to the speech was given to the! 
prestigious Economic Club same audce~ce that heard: 
~ere, Trudeauacknowledged quebec Premier .Rene  
that ~ government :had Levesque say more' than a 
"moved too mr, ,.too fast" year ago that Quebec 
• 'ith some speuoms 'pro- separatlonin inevitable: 
: - : . . Y . - : ~ : . Z . : ~ ~ : . ~ . ~ . ~  
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EASTERS HERE! 
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Easter greeting cards mark the arrival of springwith flowers. Easter Sunday, March 26th this 
year,  is the ear l iest  Easter  in a decade• 
" "~ . . . . . . . .  ...r.~" • ' "":~,.'~ "' ~,~ . . . .  ~i~-,,~; .. ' 
at Terrace fair 
• .Sflhts year's E~ Drop Coutest, held at the Terrace Science 
and Educational Fair March llth, drew 188 parttolpants from 
the schools in the Terrace and Hazelton areas• A lal'ge crowd 
of  spectators were ou hand to watch the Terrace Fire 
Departmmt drop the packages from the roof of the Caledonia 
gym. Ice on the gym roof could have presented a hazard to 
the firemen had they not been equipped with proper safety 
equipment. 
• .The basic idea behind an egg drop is to prevent the egg 
from breakisg on impact. Chlidre~ are allowed to use any 
medium they wish h their containers. We add challenge by 
asking that the egg be uncooked and further complicate it by 
insistioKthst theyuse two eggs. 
• .Thirty-one children had their two eggs survive the 10.Z 
meter fall. One child was disqualified for grossly exceeding 
the 10 cm maximum container measurement (not diagonal). 
The real thouSht process for the ehildreu lies in what type of 
material to use as a cushion. They used straw, foam, rice 
Judspies, |e]lo, newspaper, silicone, bread, co~ton, popcorn, 
sawdust, carpet, wool, puffed wheat, wax, klamea, 
styroioum, sponge, dirt and many other materials .and 
combination of these fillers, 
Wieners received copies of Dr• Znd's Brilliant Book of 
Science Experhnents. And if they were present they received 
a short Ill~ht over Terrace - -  courtesy of Okanagsn 
Hdlcopters. 
• .A special thanks goes to the Terrace Fire Department, 
Okanagan Hdicol~ers, and all the teachers who encouraged 
their chihh'en to participate. 
J. Steele, 
Principal, Parkside School 
Briefs 
-FUR SALES AP 
REGINA (RV) - -  Last 
year was the most successful 
in the ~-year history of the 
Saskatchewan Fur 
Merketin~ Service, the Crwn 
corporation says in' lto an- 
nual report. Furmmles in. 
creased 40par cent ov~ 
1976, boosted by an "un. 
prncedmted emand from 
European buyers combined 
with excellent Amerl-nsn 
and Canadian sales." MtuP 
~at  production increased 80 
per cent, mink ~1 per ennt~ 
racoon 147 per cent and 
I~d~er 87 per cent, 
DEVALUE DOLLAR 
KATHMANDU '(AFP) - 
Nepal Aedncsdaydevalued 
the U.S. dollar 
and the Indian rupee, the 
foreign ministry announced. 
The new rate for the dollar is 
one U.S. dollar to 19. 
Nepalsae rupees compared 
with 12.5 previously. In eddi- 
tion, one Indian rupee now 
wil l  equal 1.45 Nepalese 
rupees, compared to 1.89 
NKEPALESE RUPEES 
PREVIOUSLY• 
PREDICT MODEST 
GROWTH 
TORONTO (CV) - -  Econo- 
mists at the Consdian Im- 
perial Bank of Commeroe 
lredict little economic growt 
in Canada this year. They 
based their forecast Wed- 
nesday on the bank's Lead- 
J~ Indicator, a componont 
index c~lsualllng 
movements in Lbe economy, 
which declined.C~ per cent In 
January tollowtn~ an in- 
crease of .08 per cont in 
December. The United 
States Index of Leadln8 
Jlndlcators, a factor used in. 
calculating the Commerce. 
indicator, declined ~-,S per 
c~t in Jennsrv. 
SIGNS AN AGREEMENT 
TORONTO (CP) - -  
MasseyFerSnson Lid, has 
signed an asreameat with 
two companies in India for 
the manufacture there eta- 
the Massey-Ferouson ~46 
tractor and the Perkins 4HT 
diesel engine. The com. 
pahies are Tafa (Tractor and 
Farm Equipment) and 
Simpson and Co.nLtd., both 
of Madras, India. Perkins is 
a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Massey-FerRuson. 
WILL CLOSE PLANT 
PRATTEI.,N, Switzerland 
(Reuter) -- Firestone (Sch- 
weiz) AG, the Swlsa sub- 
sldiery of the Firestone Tire 
and Rubber Co., of Akron, 
Ohio, says It is dosing its 
plant here because the high 
vame .of the Swiss franc 
- , , . ,  
--.World oonferenee , . . 
Mormon leaders to moot in Salt Lake Oity 
Salt Lake City -- Mormon 
leaden from throughout the 
world will gather here the 
first two days of April for the 
148th annual World General 
Conference of The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints. 
Four general sessions of 
the conference wil l  be 
conducted on Saturday and 
Sunday, Apri l1 and 2, in the 
hintoHc Mormon Tabernacle 
on Temple Square. These 
8easinns are. ettended by 
leaders and the general 
membership, 
T. addition, there will be a 
special conference se~lon 
on the Curch's unique 
welfare services system, and 
another sesslon for those 
who hold the ixiesthecd. 
In connection with the 
conference, a day-long 
8eminer for regional leaders 
of the church will be held 
l~'Jday, March 31. 
Preeldein~ over the world 
confermce once a~in will 
be President Spencer W• 
Kimball, world leader of the 
four million member church• 
He will be ans/sted by his 
counseolor in the First 
Presidency, Preddonts N• 
Eldon Tanner and Marian G• 
Romney. 
• Theme three man and other 
General Authorities ~ the 
Church, includi~ members 
of the Qucrum of Twelve 
Apostles, will be the 
speakers dur l~ the two-day 
conference. They are e~- 
peered to. address the great 
York to Ohio, Mlmouri and 
])]inob. duH~ the first 17 
years, but since 1847, when 
Brigham Youns led the 
Mormom to the Great Salt 
LalmValley, the conferences 
I 
moral issues in the world 
today, as well as general 
Church doctrine. 
As has been traditional for 
many hears, the world 
famous Mormon Tabernade 
Choir wil l  provide music 
durln8 the conference. 
Under the baton of director 
Jerold D; Ottley, the 375 
~volce~choir will perform 
several numbs•  Portions of 
the conference, indud~ the 
choir, will be s~en and heard 
over an independent netwerk 
of hundreds of radio and 
television statious. 
Annual Conferences have 
been a tradition since the 
Church was first oqpmlzed 
April6,1830, in Faystte, New 
York. 
The headqum:ers of the 
Church shifted from New 
- r  " 
bsve bern In Salt" LId(e City. . The Chruch into expandal 
I n  recent years, however, far beyond the confines of Its 
Church leaders have Roc~Motmtalnbaas. Thoso 
periodically trkveled to four ~ members are 
other parts of the world for Scattered throughout he 
"area ronfer~nces," United States • " 
IMPORTANT 
NOTICE 
TO 
ALLLANDLORDS 
Rent Increases may be legally invalid unless: 
1. The official "Notice of Rent Increase" 
form is used; and 
2. A copy of this form iS filed with the Rent 
Rev,ew Commission within 7 days of serv- 
ing the tenant. 
It is important, that you comply with these 
provisions in tl~e Residential Tenancy Act, 
otherwise you may have an increase in- 
validated, even if the error is not discovered 
until some .• time in the future. These provi- 
sions apply even if the unit is exempt from 
rent controls. •These forms are also required 
to analyse the rental market, the.effect of 
rent controls, and the possibility of decon- 
trols; Copies of the form are available from 
the Rent Rewew Commission or Government 
Agents. 
For further Information contact the Rent Review 
Commiss ion . .  
~ o f  
Bdtish Columbia 
Ministry of 
Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs 
- , , ,  . 
The Rent Review Commission. 
Box 9600 - 
Vancouver, Brltlsh Columble 
V6B 4G3 
Phone: 668-2356 
•'d 
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We're here because 
cste,  
L 
L 
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, . ~ , f 
I work for thePollution Control Branch, 
Ministry of the Environment. l live and 
work in a small community in Bdtish 
Columbia. And l'm a member of the 
Bdtish Columbia GhVemment Ernployees' 
Union. You probably see some of our 
members every day,. :after •eli, there's 
close to 40,00eel us-snowplowing 
highways, looking after our forests 
and parks, providing Sodal.andhealth care 
services. We're the neighbour next door. 
We'repart of thiscommunity. ' " 
We have our own office right:here i n town, 
and we're involved in community 
activities. Things like sports and recreation 
leagues, various:action groups. 
We want to;help.our community be a ' 
better place to: work,,./.and play . . . .  , i .  ,, 
ecause We live here, too. : . . . . .  , 
• : . . . .  '.::.:i" '::: . ~ : 
• .._:: :: : , - ' . .  . . . . .  :.,/' .... ": . . . .,,.: 
ll~ed,Elnion that W0~ for B;£, 
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Tenders Called For New 
Pr. Rupert 6rain Dryer 
Ottawa --  Tenders have been called by the federal for use in the new drywe. The original dryer will eventually 
be eompeltely dismantled. The matter is currently before the government for the supply and Installation) of an upgraded 
grain dryer at the government Grain elevator in Prince 
Rupert. This announcement was made today by the 
Honourable Ions Campagnolo, Minister 0f State, on behalf of 
Agriculture Minister, Eugene Whelan. 
In 197S, an expermental grain dryer was installed on top of 
the Prince Rupert Grain Elevator b~' Kyle Auto Supply of 
Blenheim, Ontario, but because it did not meet Labour 
Canada fire hazard regulations and dust colltrol standards, it 
was never put into operation. However, several parts of this 
dryer, such as the leg that fed the dryer, some electrical 
courts in a suit between Klye Auto Supply and the Depart- 
meat of Supply and Services. 
"The new grain drying facility will be located on ground 
level and will improve the grain drying capacity of the 
Prince Rupert elevator", said Ms. Campagnolo. "It is ex- 
pected to take five months to complete this project", con- 
tinued the Skeena MP. 
Tenders are  due on March 30, 1978, and are being ad- 
vertised by the Pacific Regional office of Public Works 
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A glimpse of history at the m:brary 
Man has beez fascinated 909.8 - "Revolution in French Revolution tu the Chlldren's story hour will be 
with his history, since he Perspective" hy Mary present his book looks at held at tbe library on 
began to write and indeed Charlesworth. From the people seeking change. Saturday, March 2S, at 
controls, pouting and conveying equipment can be salvaged Canada. few especially good history 
books with beautiful 
illustrations to add to your 
. _ . . ,  ....... ..................... Taped Animal :::::::::::::,:,::,::::::,::,:::::::::::,::::: ; ' "~" - " " " " ' ' ' ' " " " " " ' "  937 - The World of the 
Used In Court Case 
MILL HALL, England tapes of the sounds o they 
(CP) -- Having read a l l  could be played in .High• 
about Watergate, Pamela Court to back up their com- 
Sanderson's neighbors knew plaints. 
just what to do when her As in "Old Macdonald Had 
farmyard pets kept waking , a Farm." there was a quack- 
them upat dawn--they made quack here and a quack- 
Salt and Most Sugar 
Out From Baby Foods 
quack there from Mrs. 
Sandereon's 15 ducks and 30 
chickens; a cackle from her 
nine geese; a few squawks 
from her peacock and his 
two mistresses and a throaty 
bleat from Billy the Goat-- 
all bottled up on tape. 
At a preliminary court 
hearing in this rustic suburb 
of outer London, the neigh- 
bors said living next to Mrs. 
Sanderson's farm was ab- 
solute bedlam and they had 
sound tapes to prove it. 
Mr. Justice Walton told 
them if they played the tapes 
in court they must provide 
their own. apparatus. 
FEARS ERASURE 
"We all know these days 
,vhat erasure of tapes can 
"the judge said, and set 
• .. :he bearing for a later 
!~e. 
~utslde the court, pretty 
dm. :~aired Mrs. Sanderson 
said: 
"Some of my aeighbors. 
woulda'tknow the difference 
between one of my ducks,na 
screech owl or a fox. They 
blame me for all the noises 
although there is a farm 
across the road and a 
spinney at the bottom of the 
garden. We have two acres 
of gardm and we hardly live 
on top of our neighbors. 
Mrs. Sanderson, her 
husband lad and their three 
children also have a cat but 
no one has complained about 
that. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
most of the first stories were 
histories. In fact, the word 
"story" comes from 
"history". 
History is esciting, and 
why not prove it to yourself 
by dropping into the public 
library to take a look at some 
of' the amazing stories of 
history? 
To list more than a tiny 
fraction of the books we have 
about history would be 
impossible, but here are a 
Romans" by Victory Duruy. 
A lavishly illustrated ac- 
count of this great 
civilization that continues to 
influence us 1500 years after 
its collapse. 
915 - "Half the World" 
edited by Arnold Toynbee. 
Possibly the world's most 
famous historian takes a 
look at the amazing 
civilizations of the East. 
970.01 -."The Discovery of 
North America" by W.P. 
Creaming et el. From the 
possible first landings by 
Irish monks to the begin- 
nings of (~ivilization this 
volume looks at European 
explorers who came to this 
continent. 
909.81 - "The Nineteenth 
Centuiy" edited by Aca 
Briggs. A monumental book 
that will show you in 
beautiful detail how people 
lived a hundred years ago. 
TORONTO (CP) -- Gerber 
Products of Canada Ltd. has 
decided to cut all salt and 
most sugar from its baby 
food products, a company 
spokesman says. 
John Charles said the 
move came after consumers 
across Canada complained 
that too much sugar in a 
baby's diet causes obesity 
and deotal problems and 
that too much salt causes 
nervousness. 
In a letter earlier this 
month, the company said it 
decided not to add salt to any 
of its foods and reduce the 
use of sugar to 26 products 
which require minimum 
whatever 
sweetening to offset natural 
tartness or acidity. Ninety. 
four of its products will be 
sugar-frce. 
Charles said the sugar 
content in Gerber products 
was never more than 20 
calories to the ounce. While 
scientific research showed 
consumers' fears were 
legitimate,nGerber delayed 
the decision because some 
doctors and nutritlonists 
were against it, he added, 
Some doctors felt that no- 
salt and no-sugar foods could 
result in more problems 
because mothers who might 
want o sweateD foods might 
add too much sugar. 
TERMINAL 
(635-3680) 
Parcel Pickup & Delivery 
m m  imie  i e  mm am me me im m ,ms  ~m i ~  ie  
Light Paokaps & Parcels $2.50 2L,~O 
Ohairs - Rooliners - End Tables - 
Podablo T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen & Dying Room) 
Dods & Box Springs 
NO MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR CHESTS 
NO FRIB'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
District of Terrace Only 
/ L  " 
I 
looking for a job 
chambermaid or waitress. 
She can also do accurate, 
though not fast typing. She 
holds a senior certificate in 
swimming, and enjoys 
working with people and 
with children. Fifteen years 
of age, she left school at 
your 
pitch,... 
STR'I' KE 
Ann Smale, of Terrace, is Christmas to earn a living on 
as a herown, lnterestedpotential 
P~loyers can reachAnne at " 
5 after 5 or contact the 
Herald office at 63,5-6357. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
B.C. RESOURCES 
INVESTMENT 
CORPORATION N.W,O.O. 
i "'.- ' " 
RICH' l -  .... 
!: W,  
@. 
. , ,  . . 
. t  
Schedules 
Motel Mgmt. 
Oourse 
Northwest Community 
College co-operation with 
the B.C. Motels, Resorts and 
Trailer Parks Association 
and Canada Manp()wer will 
be offering a motel 
management advancement 
course in Terrace, April 3-7, 
1978. 
The program is designed 
to provide an upgrading for 
employess and a 
familiarization with new 
developments in the motel 
industry for managers and 
own~e, The course length is 
30 hours, full day, beginning 
,April 3, 1978. Participants 
must pre-register as a 
minimum of20 people will be 
necessary for the course to 
run. 
Instructor: Mr. Barry. Pet- 
linger, (Tofino) 
Place: Lakelse .Motor 
Hotel, 4670 Lakeise Ave., 
Terrace, B.C, 
.Days: Monday, April 3 to 
Friday April 7, 1978 
Time: ~ 9:00 a.m, to 4:0o 
p,m. 
Fee: No ()barge (man- 
power Sponsored) 
Regist rat ion:  Pre- 
registration Is mandatory. 
Contact Mrs. V. Lowrie, 
Timberland Trailer Park, 
Terrace, B.C, phone 635-5786, 
or contact the Registrar's 
Office, Northwest Com- 
munity College, Terrace, 
B.C. 635-6511, 
DAVID L. HELLIWELL 
The Board of Directors of 
the British Columbia Re- 
sources investment Cor- 
i~oration is pleased to 
announce that David L. 
Helliwell has been ap- 
I:}ointed the Corporation's 
first president and chief 
executive officer. A char- 
tered accountant and a 
graduate of the University 
of Briffsh Columbia. Mr. 
Hslliwell moves to B,C. 
Resources investment 
Corporation from Steel 
Brothers Canada Ltd.. 
where he has been presi- 
dent since 1974. The B.C. 
Resources Investment 
;orp,drration was set up by 
he ,{ British. Columbia 
;overnment n 1977 to 
~ke! Fover ,the Govern- 
ment's holdings in Can- 
adian Cellhlose Co. Ltd.. 
Plateau Mills Ltd., Koo.; 
tenay Forest Products Ltd;, 
We~stcoast Transmission 
Co. Ltd,; and certain pet- 
role(Jm and natural gds 
rights, In due' course, the 
Corporation will be making 
its shares available to In- 
dividual investors. It has 
opened offices at 1130-700 
W, Georgia St.. Vancouver, 
TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR L   ll!BIIIBddl ;
ATT.c, QARAQE. RUMPUS ROD. 
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DALLY HERALD Mai l  Coupon w i th  SS.O0 cash I 
Cheque or  Money Order  to:  I 
Print your ads in the squares on the coupon. Be sure to include 
your telephone number and leave a blank space between words. 
Items may not exceed S250 in value. Price must be included in the 
advertisement. 
Your  adver t i sement  w i l l  run fo r  f ive  consecut ive days  upon 
rece ipt  of coupon and accompany ing  payment .  
No cancellations or refunds. 
No business ads please. 
Adver t i sements  must  meet  the Da i ly  Hera ld  adver t i s ing  start .  
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EDITORIAL: 
As Others See Us 
Two women were standing outside when I 
answered the doorbell last weekend. One short 
and elderly; the other tail, slender and youngish. 
I invited them in. 
On theway up the stairs of the entrance they 
introduced themselves as Jehovah's Witnesses. 
One had called on me before (I had forgotten). 
She reminded me, I had then purchased one of 
their hard cover books. The book was still there 
in my bookcase. I remembered having skimmed 
through it for awhile after the visit and placed it 
with a collection of other Watchtower 
publications. 
On learning the identitY and purpose of my 
visitors -- to explain the Bible to me and its 
special relavance to today's ituation --  I im- 
mediately informed my callers I had promised to 
put throug, h some laundry in the washer and 
dryer in the basement (and pointed to the bundle 
of soiled clothes on the floor as though I had to 
convince them I wasn't just making up an excuse 
- -  and, I added, I had just had a one hour con- 
versation on the telephone -- and had promised 
to meet my wife downtown within an hour. 
My Jehovah's Witnesses were exceedingly 
understanding. Especially the tail, younger one. 
(The shorter, older one said nothing at al l--  just 
nodded in an understanding way.) 
For the life of me no matter how I try, Ii 
cannot recall just exactly what took place du~'ing 
the next hour, in the way of conversation. Tall 
One read from two Psalms in the Bible, I recall. 
One --  I think, from the llDth-included the bit 
about "Thy word shall be a lamp unto my path 
and-something-something (a light?) unto my 
understanding . I can remember b inging up the 
subject of the founders of the Sect-- Charles Taze 
Russel and Judge Rutherford. I can remember 
mentioning how one of them had reportedly 
fallen for a promotional deal of selling "miracle 
wheat" that was supposed to grow a hundred 
ears on a single stalk. (It didn't). Somewhere 
along the line I must have mentioned I worked 
for a newspaper. 
Throughout all this, the two ladies were polite, 
decorous, and occasionally looked toward the 
door. 
Occasionally I would glance at the bundle of 
un-laundered wash still lying at my feet, in the 
livingroom and then at the clock, wondering, to 
m~.self, how I would evermake the deadline my 
wife had thoughtfully -- knowing my ab- 
sentmindedness --  set for me, backed up by .a 
"job jar list" on the dining room table. Every once 
in awhile the spokesperson for the two would 
Ut~e~cunv r so .~}g ~ t~.~effe~t, "Well, we don't 
t to keep you from meeting your wife...' then 
ersstton ~ would continue.- . . . .  
If I remember correctly, next, the con. 
versation switched to a return visit -- when I 
would not be so busy. Then --  rashly, as it turned 
out - -  I came up with my "pot peeve" regarding 
door-to-door evangelists. In one fell swooping] 
generalization -- including Mormons, Seven~ 
Day Adventists, itinerant preachers --  anc~ 
perhaps even Encyclopedia and vacuum cleaner] 
salespersons, I "let 'em have i t . "  | 
"Your're welcome to call again, of course." It 
began obly. "But I'm sure I know how it will go.[. 
It will go like it always does -- as it has this time 
for instance." 
"How's that?" asked the Tall Talking One. 
• "Well-you know..." I shifted nervously, on, 
foot on the other. The hall Chinese wall-clock 
started to chime 19,... I was late for my downtown 
wife-meeting appointment... "You people will 
come in, try to tell me all about your special 
brand of religion-- then leave without once ever 
asking about what and how I believe. Your minds 
ar~ already made up -- and --  if you'll pardon 
me for saying so --  you'll never eally listen or 
care to one word that I have to say. You'll leave 
me feelingguilty just because I didn't become a
convert and whenever I see you again I'll be 
embarrassed because I haven't made you happy 
by accepting your brand of religion." 
("There!" I thought to myself, my face red- 
dening, "I've finally said what I've always 
wanted to say. But I'm sure they'll never be 
impressed. It won't mean a thing to them. 
They'll be back in a months' time, and we'll go 
through the same time-wasting experience all 
over again.) 
"We never listen? You say we're wasting your 
time?" asked the TTO (Tall Talkative One)". I 
could almost feel her toe tapping the carpet 
impatiently, as she spoke. "I don't know about 
that." 
"When we knocked on your door, you told us 
you were short of time. You had to do your 
laundry and meet your wife downtown i  half an 
hour. Yet you invited us in. Not listen to you? [ 
Why, what do you think we've been doing for the I
last hour. You've told us all about yourself, [ 
you've shown us your books. We know you've [ 
read a lot. We know you work for a paper in 
Terrace. We know plenty about you. And, ever [
since we got inside the door we have been trying |
to leave so's not to keep your wife waiting. We've [
been trying to get out of the door but couldn't I 
because you've never stopped talking!" I 
Very politely and quietly the TTO passed out of/[ 
the front door, not looking behind, while her | 
friend, the SSO (Stubby Silent One) flashed ashy 
' '  , I  , ,  smile. Have a nice day, she murmured, See 
you again, sometime." 
For once I was speechless. 
Who was it -- Robert Burns? -- who saidl 
"Could we but see ourselves as others ee us..." 
I mean to say... 
Have a Blessed Easter! 
.Ottawa Offbeat 
by Richard Jackson 
Ottawa -- During this ordeal of Government 
intimidation and political harassment, Con- 
servative MP Tom Cossitt of Leeds drew 
reassurance and strength from hundreds of 
concerned Canadians; 
Perhaps thousands -- he hasn't had time yet to 
make a tally -- wrote, called and telegraphed 
him with their support. 
At his home in Brockville in the heart of old 
Ontario's United Empire Loyalist country-- yes, 
there are some parts of the country where 
Patriotism, loyalty and a, respect for old, 
established values and traditions are not without 
honor -- the weekend he waited, expecting, 
perhaps even fearing arrest, he received this 
telegram from old Conservative warhorse 
Gordon M. Churchill, former Trade Minister and 
trusted second-in-command of the Cabinet of 
former Prime Minister Diefenbaker: 
"Your courage in the recent crisis has been 
admirable. Do not yield. 
"If Members of Parliament are to be 
harassed, intimidated and deprived of freedom 
~a n autocratic Government the freedom of all nadiaus will be endangered. 
,"Sir John Eliot's prophetic words before his 
imprisonment by King Charles are applicable 
todyin Canada: 'None have gone about o break 
Parliament but in the end Parliaments have 
broken them.' 
"Pierre the First should read the history of 
Charles the First." 
(signed) Gordon Chruchill. 
Stirring stuff, what? 
Tom Cossitt, the MP who for six years has 
hounded Pierre Trudeau with questions about 
the government's lax security services, the 
P r ime Minister's chumminess with Com- 
munists, Cuban and Russian, his antagonism to
the United States and the British Monarchy, to 
say nothing of his unabashed picking of the 
public purse for personal and Liberalparty life- 
styles, was enormously bucked by the Churchill 
wire. 
Years younger, Tom Cossitt is made of the 
same stern, uncompromising stuff as Gordon 
Chruchill, beth of them stout warriors of the~ 
right --  right as opposed to left and to wrong 
alike. 
"It arrived at just the right psychological 
time," confided Tom Cossitt, "late Sunday 
afternoou, when after a weekend of undergoing 
surveillance at our home, we were preparing to 
return to Ottawa for whatever the new week 
might hold." 
Face it: all Tom Cossitt l~._s don.e _h~# been to 
question, on the basis of security documents, the, 
Prime Minister's failure to take  adequate 
~ction against continuing_ communist  
espionage, both Soviet and Cuban. : :/~ 
There have ~; !  s~or~i~=bf ~:I/,tlmt~ ~[~e~'uri~ 
dooument c i rcu la t i~  iii"Ottd~a.,~ ' / :  ~ '~ ~,\: 
So how could Tom Cossitt have put security in 
jeopardy? , 
• His "crime ' in the eyes of the Government has 
been to publicly ask why Gander was used by the 
Cubans in ferrying troops to Angola - -  and 
~Hisrhaps to the Horn of Africa? 
"crime" has been to recall how Trndeau 
embraced Castro and told the Kremlin bosses 
that Canada worried more about American 
dollar imperialism than conquest by' Russian| 
rockets. 
There is the suspicion in Conservative ranks --  
no MP is yet on the public record, but a lot of 
them are talking privately --  that the Liberal 
harassment of Tom Cessitt was intended to 
"take care of him." 
Recovering from two heart attacks, Tom 
Cossitt's health has been delicate, and if he 
cracked under Government harassment and 
intimidation, well, the Liberals would be r id of 
him. 
• If the pressure had killedhim, suggest these 
Tories, swound the real motive of the Liberal 
persecution have been realized? 
They •of course didn't want to kin' him 
deliberately, but ff the Govermnent-inapired 
trial and tribulations were to be too much for 
him~ then tough luck. ~ ..•. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
JOB FINDER 
CUSTOMER SERVICE AUTO MECHANICS; 
REPRESENTATIVE, 1 Various openings, $9.~0 per  
opining, ~m.oo to $75o.oo hour up to ;~S0, depending 
per month depmding on on experience, various 
experience. Required to take openings. Must be Journey 
loan applicants and to follow person. 
through on collections and 
arrears as requried. WAITER-WAITRESSES, 
various openings atvarious 
MAINTENANCE wages. Should have ex-  
SUPERVISOR, 1 opening, perimce serving of liquor. 
~0,000 per year, depending 
ca experience. Must have .CONSTRUCTION : /  
extensive experience" in FOREMAN, I opening, I~.00 
personnel supe~vlsion, work per hour, in Stewart. 
planning, building mare- Building rade maintenance 
tmance grounds keeping, mechanics. 
KEYPUNCH C.R. ~ (TIMEKEEPER), 1 
• OPERATOR, 1 opening opining. ;9.28 per month 
~A}93.00per month, Must have plus. Must have payroll 
keypunch expe~ience, must experience and know how to 
experienced, assisting in touch operate a calculator. 
producing architectural • 
working drawings assisting :.:.:.:.:.;.:.;.;.;_.;:..,..~:::::.:.:~z._::::~.~ 
work,in writing in general office ~-Pcd|~°rG' Quote B0ok::.ii" : 
COOKS, various openings, ~s you cherish the 
.~.25 per hour and up, in thugs most worth. -ii~ 
various places. Speciality while in your /emily ~i 
Cooking. liJe, cherish the things i~ 
most worthwhile in iiii 
REGIsTERED NURSE, 2 i~! 
openings, ~/,90 per hour, your company. 
registered • in medical • Win. B. Given, Jr. ii!:,iil 
surgical shift work. 8:4, 4-12, Keep a firm ha~l|e ill 
12.8. on the throttle o~ ~our i_:i; 
ELECTRICIAN. I train o~ thought, i~ 
opening, I.W.A. rate, must• Amold Glasow iili 
be c~tified. .:.:.'.:~.- :~ ~Y.-'.z ".'~'~.:.;."':~" ;.;.;.;.;::.':;.~/..::..~..::f.::: :~ :;.F .;...;.:.;.::,~ 
y"  • ,',: 
,mm4,m,  
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When Your're Lonely... 
I am not surprised no one has written to take 
up your offer to write about heir experiences of
loneliness. Lonely people, you see, Mr. E~tor: 
are mostly shy people. If they were not so shy-- 
would they be lonely? You can't know what it is 
like to be sixteen nd never have a date. You see 
a guy you" would give up everything for if only 
he'd ask to take you out (you'd gladly pay your 
own way --  even his way too)- but you haven't 
got the nerve to even say "It's a nice day, isn't 
it" to th~ guy. 
You see- -  some people- like some girls- are 
jus~bo~m pop/ular,~ ow some who canmake:  
eah~e~ fiie Ughtest jeans --:jeans to tigh~,tl~y i 
• would make the Queen holler out on the pennies 
in her pocket-- and the guys would just yawn. I
know somewho are so lonely-- they're too shy to 
go:to the doctor to get the Pill, and they end up 
pregnant just to get some guy's company for a 
• few minutes. 
I hate Hard Rock --  I still prefer Country- 
Western- yet I've listened to Rock until my ears '• 
ache,- just to be with somoon I hate,so's not to 
have to be alone in my pad for another night. 
deck? She's not nuts. She's goddamned lonely. 
"Why do you think a lot of kids are up on stuff 
- -  pot, coke-soft staff-hard stuff. Do you think its 
because they t~ they're smart? No they don't. 
They know they re risking blowing their minds 
for real. It's because nobody gives a good ... 
about hem. They're too ...ing concerned about 
their own selves. Turning on -- smoking up, 
sniffing, mainlining, shooting Up -- it takes the 
chill off being lonely. It warms them up. They 
glow and they float and they ride and they're 
happy. They're not lonely anymore -- for awhile. 
Some girls get preg _mint-get a':ki~,j~st to be 
with a g~y/rod not be'Jonel), fo~id~ott  time. 
Maybe, so'marlines tliey thin, hhVing'a Kid will 
chase away the 'lonelies'. Maybe not. Maybe 
they don't hink about it at all. Other girls think 
turning on (with dope-chemicals, smoke, uppers, 
pot, hash-you name it) at least isn't as risky as 
chancing etting pregnant -- or getting VD! 
What do I do? I've got a cat, see. I call her 
Mary Jane. This eat is a cool cat. She's got nice 
~varrn fur and a nice warm purr, She keeps me 
warm in bed. I buy every country-western on the 
Big Deal. top twenties. You won't believe how many I've 
I got a girl friend. You won't believe it. She got. I turn up the stereo real loud. I snuggle up to 
takes this rag doll to bed with her, every night. Mary Jane, in bed. It works. You think I'm 
She's got it dressed up like a guy. She calls it screwed up? Well, I Pm still around, -that's for 
"My Lover BOy". She talks to it -- acts like its sure. Lots of my friends took off the hard way. 
• real. She tells people "sure I got a guy". They Not me! 
behove her. You tl~nk she's not playing with a full Sign me: Only Lonely Sometimes. 
One Way To Beat The Blues 
On March 13, a concerned Herald editor believer in love to apply it to directly forwarding 
printed a column describing the suppressed the benefit of all mankind. There are amongst us 
emotion of Loneliness. and produced a touching some very concerned people who can spirit us 
and understanding column for Allof his faithful onwards to bigger and better achievements and 
and would-be readers. I, too, am cencerned but can light up new pathways where darkness had 
do not forgive me ff I am also not suppressed. So once prevailed. But the actively concerned are 
here lies my blurb ... as when I look into sadly too few and for the most part, people are 
Loneliness ... so please read on ... too blind to realise that we are all brothers and 
sisters'and friends who need to help each oth~" 
Your face is long and drawn, and your eyes otit while we all spend out your short times on 
gaze at things that they do not see: Where is your earth here together. But does one have to 
happy smile and the warm feelings that you be~ome lonely before they even bother to help 
carry about withyou in better times? What dark another person out? ~ • 
thoughts do you brood upon ks your mind sits ~ i - Lynne TriciaWeston 
alone in that dark and dreary house? Open up the 
.doors and windows th@e! Let the braze drift in 
so thatyou may hear thesounds 0fbirds ever in Fd[tor'8 
flight in the lands all around you. Tommorrow a Quote Book /m given us. But we must also use our 
sun will rise --  Look into that sun and Feel her In making our de. hearts which he aim 
smile -- and, smile back at her knowing tlia~ she cistons, we re.st use gave m. 
never tires'of her routine ach day. She rises for the brains that God Fulton Oursler 
• youl Where are your boots? Are they not already . 
upon your feet? Stand up and walk, with them; ±ACE|Hfi : : 
Not away from them; out of the house of 
you, and how big and empty she is, as she just 
watches you and waits for you to fill her soul with 
her questions in order that she might show you Genera0 Office -i~,-6~7 Published by 
the way-- the right way to the brightness inyour Circulation. &~5.~7 " @orllng Publishers 
days. Don't brood upon the Past ways; for they ~'~ 
are gone ~ n(l' are not unlike the more passing-by z 
of winds; iorever to come and to disappear, yet PUBLISHER... D0n Crom. sck 
always a comfort or a hindrance in their h~NAGING EDITOR,.Ernest Senior 
returning rumours. Don't listen to laughter 
taunting your mind--breathe easier, for you are Publll~ed every weekday at 3212 galum St., Terrace, 
free. T .u may have found an ending in some s.c, AmemberofVa~'lfleclClrculatlon, Authorlz~las 
way. Fiod a beginning from this point andstart sscondclossmall. ReglMratl~ number 1201. PoCage 
afresh, t'0r then, and only then, will you be able to pond un cs~, rCurn pmage guaranteed. 
understar, d the lost ways-- the silent and empty: soTd OF:COPYRIGHT 
places that you will fill Up with the ways of ~ 
tomorrow. What a beautiful day it is outside. Tho Herald retains fulh complete and sole copyright 
" In any advertisement I~oduced and.or any editorial or 
• One experiences loneliness as we]] as observes Photographic content published In the Herald. 
it in others and loneliness hits the faithful and the Reproduc.on Is not permitted without the wrIHen 
faithless alike; whether or not you are a true .. permission of the Publisher. 
Strikers stick to alley in 
Terrace bowling league 
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Monday Men's had Kalun~ 
Kab'Std~ers outin frest with 
113 points followed by the  
Redl with 94 and Cedarlund 
ulso with94 points. The team 
I~ sL~]e waa a 1193 rolled 
by In termt lona l  who alan 
numqed a a335 to take the 
ht~ trl~e~ The sin e 
went to S. Fes teh~ a ~0~ 
while C. Fl~n~g took high 
I~L)]e with a ?58. 
Thn t e~m hlIhe west o the 
Windmills on Monday Mixed 
• with a aln~le total of 1102 and 
a triple of 307e, Mens highs 
went to R. Kirk with scores 
of I and ?09. The Ladiee 
were taken by M, Swift 
who rolled a single of 257 and 
a triple fo 644. Team leaders 
are the Windmills with 133 
points. 
Tuesday ~'~ffee l ssee sees 
a don  race for. first place 
betwees the Goofers with 113 
points and the Silly Larks 
with.Ill points. Team h i~ 
west to the Five Rollers with 
a Sinele of 10~ and a triple 
totul of ~94. High triple west 
to Lois Long with a total fo 
618 while there was a tie for 
the high sk~le an Pat Mc- 
Neal and 0,11 Kofoed both 
rolled a ~31, 
Tuesday Nite Mixed has 
Jeffariea Ease leading with 
points followed by Geoz~e 
Haul0aed truddnS with SO. 
The Old Timers with 49 and 
No .Names with 48 points. 
Team high triple went to the 
George Hau~land Trucking 
team with a total of 3128 
whLle the Old Timers rolled 
an 1106 to take the 
single. Mens hieh triple v/as 
a 77"/rolled by Ran Titcomb 
with the hieh einsle doing to 
Gary Allen with a 287. Ladies 
htgh triple went to Nora 
Hau~Jan(I with a total of 645 
while Elaine Osborne rolled 
a l  for the .hiSh single. 
Wednesday Matinee still 
has the Coffee Wippers 
leading with 114 point ,  The 
team highs went to the 
Coffee Wtppers with a triple 
ToP runners finally meet 
in Edmonton Gamos 
A Natlonal Film Board 
crew left Montreal this week 
un a month-lon~ asd~ment 
in Mdea  to begin sheotin~ 
for the. official trim of the 
Commonwealth Games to be 
he ld  in Edmonton next 
AW~t. 
• :.• Dlreet0r.comeramun 
Panl~ Cowan .with camera 
'assistant John Dyer and 
anundman Richard Nichol 
will start in Tanzania with 
covenge of Fflhert Bay•, the 
runner who holds the werld 
record for 1500 mete~. The 
much anticipated race 
between Bayi and the ch id  
contender, John Walker of 
New Zealand, did not take 
place at the Montreal 
Olympics when several 
African nations withdrew 
from compeUtion. The 
gamee in Edmonton will 
provide .the first opportunity 
in four years for the two 
speedsters to run in the same 
l ace .  
After .Tanzania, the NFB 
crew will go to Nairobi to 
film the sprinter Ruth 
Wulthera, who is also a 
corporalin the Kenya Armed 
Forces. Some shootinJ In, 
. ~  is also scheduled 
before the crew moves on to 
cover other athletes with 
whom ne~otlaticua should be 
completed by that time. 
Preparations are under 
way for several other 
crews to leave soon for 
various parts of the  world 
where athletes are bein~ 
groomed for the XI Com- 
monwanlth Games to be hdd 
in Canada thia year from 
AuSust S tom. 
total fo ~ and single of 
1073. Ladies high three went 
to Deanna DShl with an 741 
while the hl_gh Single went O 
Betty Cardinal with a 306 
total, 
Thereina tie for first place 
on the Wednesday Nlte 
Ladies league between 
Silhouettes and Lehmann 
Jewellers both with S2 
~ein~i.l~0sll~vitW~h 48~1 arethe 
Scramblers and Hot Shots 
with 44 points. The team 
~i~s  for the week went to 
the Road Runners with a 
triple of 2892 and 1076. Gilds 
.~[~ took the IdSh triple 
with a 690 while .the hl~h 
single went to Carmen 
Callloux with a ~.  " 
Team leaders on the 
Thursday. Night Mixed 
league are Sesame Street 
with I~  points followe~-by 
'l~icum Theater with[ 106 
and Almosts with 103 points, 
Ladies highs went to Sherry 
l~ney  with a single of 301 
and a triple total of 692, 
Team highs went o theP.J,'s 
with a triple of 2950 and a 
single of 1162. The men's 
high three went to Cy 
Be~e~ with a ~ore  of 6"/9 
while Ran Titeomb roll~ a 
282 for the high single. 
Five lead the way 
on the Friday Night Mixed 
league with 56 points 
bUowed by Truckers and 
Co. with 52 points ariel 
Overwaltea with 50 points. 
Team high three went o the 
As It Falls team with a total 
of 3214 while the ~ ninlPe. 
went o the Hot Shots with a 
single total of 1137 Mess high 
triple went to Roy Clifford 
with a total of 712 while the 
hiSb single west to Wayne 
, Newman with a 353. Ladies 
• ~l~s Went to Gflverta Rlox 
with a triple total of~7 and a 
single of 314. 
Night Leagues continue to 
bowl during East~ hoUday 
week. 
Gashed goalie gets.back 
before replacement 
~)altenderMike Palmateer 
~ald Tuesday a cut he suf- 
:~'ed on his arm won't keep 
him from playing for 
Toronto Maple Leafs In 
tonight's National Hockey 
League game against New 
York lf landera. 
Palmateer Joined.:' the 
Leafs for a praetlco Tuesday 
after he received .hospital 
Palmateer said the cut 
onhis  loft arm was 
tender but he didn't hink it 
would playin l~event him from 
I l i l~  • 
BAMBOO GROWS TALL 
Some Bamboos are 
slender climbers whose 
stems are about one inch in 
~atmant for the cut which diameter and are often mere 
~e suffered at his apartment than 200 feet long. 
" ' "  I GOOI 
• The~A-year-old goalie said 
he cut himself when his arm I . 
west through a Window alter 
he fell from a chair. He said' 
NIX ING 
to dose hls drapes when one I 
of the chair legs broke. " 
"l cut myself a little. It 
was a small  cut, but deep I I The iodhern  
8uees. I flSurod I would let 
the trainer f iz  it at practlco I Gardener 
t a bandage on it A ferti le mellow roll, o 
llNi  
HARDWARE .~TORES 
~I IO I  I I  El El ~ l l '~  
GORDON 
and 
ANDERSON 
T.V. GUIDE 
• Al l  l i s t ings  sub jec t  to  change  w i thout  not i ce .  
IIIlIlIlIlllIlIImlllllIlIIIlllIllllIlIlIlllllIIII[]llllllII 
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8"" -~4s 
1,5 
~I I .  K ING 
(NBC)  
The Newlywed 
Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle 
Tonight 
P~P~M.ch game - 
C.H.I.P.S. : 
C.H.I.P.S. 
C.H.I.P.S. 
C.H.I.P.S. 
James 
at 16 
J ames  
a t  16 
R .  'B rocke lman,  
P .Eye  . ' 
R .  Brocke lman 
P .E .ve  
News 
News 
Tonlght 
Show 
CFTK 
(COO) 
FIIntstones 
Flintstones 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
~.H. I .P .S .  
C .H . I .P .S .  
C.H.I .P.S. 
C.H.I.P.S. 
Carnie Burnett" 
Show 
Carol Eurneft 
Show 
Thurs .  N ight  
Movie 
"Lawrence  • of  
Arab ia" ,  
Cnnt 
C:ont 
Coat 
Cont 
The 
Netlonal 
Night  F ina l  
N lght  F lna l  
5 p,m, to midnigM 
BCTV 
(cTY)  
The Gong 
Show 
~ t  
~ t  
News 
Hour 
News 
Hour 
Fish 
Fish 
Grand Old • 
Country 
The 
Waltons 
The 
Waltoas 
CW Reports 
CTV Reporls 
A.E.S. Hudson 
Report 
Berefta 
Barefta 
Berefta 
Baretta 
CTV News 
News Hour Final 
The Late. show 1 
"Dav id  and  
KcTs  
(POS)  
M is ter  
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Over 
Easy 
MacNell 
Lehrer 
Bestof 
E. Koviics 
.The Prisoner 
The Prisoner 
1he Prisoner 
The Prisoner 
Terrorism 
Terrorism 
Terrorism 
Terrorism 
Terrorism 
Terrorism 
Terrorism 
Terrorism 
OIck Cavett 
Show 
Turnabout 
Turnabout i • , , 
, ~L~/ J  . ~ "  ~'~'~"-~,.~ ShOW' Live ,~- : ; - .~ , J  .~' -~ -~.~ ; - " '~  " Iwent tobedandacuup le  growing medlum,'Is basic to " Acant ... 
/ • ..:. % ~_ ~ . ,  ~,,~ healthy productive growth of Coat 
', " " - ~ '~ ' . - '~ '~ ¥~-~%"~ ofhourslatorI wokeup very plants. It Is particularly ' ~45 Tonight 90MInutee :• _ .~/ . . . , .~ / , :~- .~. - : .  = ~  . Show Live Cont 
weak.Tbeband~, ecame o.ff Important to'," those plants 
'' .~9:L : "  :~ ~ ~. ~ ,~ ~ ,d lmmt lmve loatacoup le  : lntende~ for ' . ' later t r i in -  
9u  ~~~' : r~- J~ ,~, .q  .,~,: ~.~L'.:.'~' ".,;•~.:, p in ts~.b leed . lwas iP )b~to  •.splantlng;t6"a .p ia~ where . 
. .~ , , .~ . /~y~%~ -,~r~,,,~ .~, .~,). ~:.~.~.,..-:~, . :(.,-.~ ,~...[~.u!=.o~.....:.~t .l ;~.~h~y:wi~i. st~y~o~t~.(-of .. 
~: , , , - ' :~  '.~',,'.~,~ ,:~;~ ,,,~,~,~ '~- '~i~." '~. . - ,  ~,;:', ,,~ ~oumn't,.stop 1¢ ,(om~Img). ::flletr llWs. ~.'. :?~.; ',;.~.:: .,: ,:, I 
~., ~ ~ ~ . ~ . . , ~  " I  called a policeman if you have a good ferti le 
I 
I I ~ - -  ~/~_ .~ ~ ~I  ' I • 
. , ,•-- . , - -  , ,. ........ ... l og ,ms  to  Ipss '  
: 4"-Ok,:0o I w~,  of , I Caroa .  Jean Cannmn Electric 
~esd  ~wil.o cume oyer wt~ loam soil, which you canget  I I I :15 I Fortune | 12 , ~now C~mpany. ' 
~. amnu~. .e  ano.A iq)e~.t to r ight  now, you can / ! I ' :30  I Knockout I .Mr.Dressup • Definition Twocents  
aheu.t .a..~au ~ .l~).ur .m. prepare a transplant mix-  I I  V " !  =ko= I Mr. Dressup . Oetlntlon . Worth 
nosi~taA ~ stitched up.-  ture using:It. Don't  forget 4 4 :~o- i ,ToSay I Sesame Korenn's Two Cants 
. . • though, that it's highly ad- '" I '1  : i s  ~l:.~he Least .' I Street . Yoga - Worth 
A viseable to steri l ize it by  I I :3o  i T~e oo.g I Sesame It's Your ' A r t  
~k ~ ~ i i puffing It in an oven at 180F I I I Street . Move L Cart 
' • • I I I r  ~1  ~ . E  ' • . ,  . .  . (most oven wil l  still be 
• l i n t  I I I "T t l t l  - : ' • Fahrenheit) for at least 30 " 41 A .50 I Hollwood " I BCb McLear '  . Adam-12. Over . 
• t I I~ , , /V  M' : r 1"  " " minutes. "You can contain I "•  :15 I Sq0ares I Show . Adam-12 Easy 
• Movie E ledr lc  • I ~ :3o I ~ ,y .o f  I eob~c. .n  . . . . . . .  
' - -  - -  • ~ ' . the smel l  that. results by 81 b :4s I Our Lives I Show .. "" ine lea  com.  u)mpany 
I I .  i I I, . ' " . - ,puffing the soil In one of l 
I . - - .1~-~ J -  L ~  A A I I I ~ I  " ' : : : :  . . . .  . -!th .oseoven roasting begs. 1 = 10..0, l I I Dream manments' " . !nIIde • 
I I ~ I r - :11 -  I r ~ ~ _ _ ~ l r  . . . .  . .The heat treatment will kil l  " ' . I, . :~  I Our Lives " I o f Jeannle  , Cont • - Out  ' 
I I I  I I  I I  I I I ' I~_r '~ ._ l  ' 'r" ' - "anyweedseedsa i lddest r°y  " r .~o ITheooc~ors: I Hollywood Cont . .  Zebra 
- I I~ - -A I I  I I .  I S , , /~ , ,~v l  ' , " ' . .  : any  :disease: organisms l U :4S I T~e Ooc~ors . I Squares Coat Wlngs 
. : ~ . • . . . . .  wh ich  would otherwise kil l  . . , 
4M • I I  • []  ' [ ] .  . . : ' d im:  . . :yourseedUngs. " " A .50 I~no~her I Ryans Another  - TheMmlc  
J l .~ . . -  . - -  - - - -  I I  I - - . . ,~  ~J l .~ .  A - I - " '  . . .  Take, by bulk,-two parts of m~ :IS 'I World' I Hope . . World' Place 
T g ' - ' ~ r  r '~ l l l  I / I r l d l ~ l [  ) [ - l [  . th ls  loam and mlx" It ' B"  ~3o lAnother .  . I Ed0eof  Another • , Measure 
I I  l l ,~ , " I l l  I P~ i l  I I  I '~  I I I "  . .  ! .... lhoroughly wlth one part of ~ :~s lW~Id ~ " NI-ht . World. U ~  
1%, , J ' I '  q,.A,I i I ~ 1  i i%,,4%~P ~ I  " . .  :*:~c~a~sT~nSdanl~e~t:d~r~r ~ A :00 i Mov ie  I Celebrity . " Alan Home, Bread and But. 
• . - ,~  i ; ;  I -~  u .e  ~ I c~u " Show . ' ' . ' , -  ' 
.... . . . , L . . ' ' ' ' ~ : ouncesi0f. le percent Super- . _ ' I  :30 I Coat I One of . Alan Hamel Moklng 
, . l~ f "%f"~/m~I~Ikd l~ '~ . ' ~osphstetoeverycubict~ V :4S ,Coat . I a_Ktnd .Show . ~,~c 
• . . . .  I I , I I : , , ,4  ~ I  . I I  I ~  " : " ' o f - th l s  mlxlure and mlx  • ~ Frld~y after The Lucy Sesame ' 
... : ..'L , .  I • ~ I r -  . J l  ~'I~I~ ~I  I L ] I  I . . .  ' • ~ thoroughly agaln, .  Yod, ll ~ I I  ~ sc...~.~i . . . . .  Show . Street 
, " ; [ ]  V ~ V  ~ I . ~ 1 ~  ~ r " " "" : f lndth ls :superphosphato Is 4F_I :30 I Cant S tarTrek  Sesame 
• ...: .. • . . . .  . :. '. :'.L" . . .often available in" br~akfost 
• "  .... :. ~ , cerea l . s l zed  boxes that  ' , ' - r  :4s I co~+ , ,~t{Ir 'rrek •_  S t res f . .  
' - " , i  ' "  " " . I  '+. ." . '  ~' . contaln seven pounds of the 
• ;: ' ;  " : ' I ' . . . .  .. ' +stuff. '. Metr ical ly 'speaking I•[]•I[][]•[][][][][][]•[][][][][][]••[]•[]I--•••[]•••••[]••••••[]•[][][]•••I••• 
' ~ • . ' ~.. ", : ~ / /  • - ~ ' . . ~ ,hat's' 3,18 kilograms, which 
• ' : - -  ' I ,  .~ :':' " " " "" ~/aA./, ,# / / )  .. ") : Isa s lmPlerway of pultlng it, • . • . ~ .[] 
• • . ' . .2' . • ' - J . . r /~ J  [~N,u~n./.  ' / ' ' we're~helngtbld??l . . " • " ' .. I '  
• ....,,..._ .m,.tur.,..t,v. "EASTER EGG SPEG!AL"  . . '  : "  :, , ,  ~/U ( . ~  , ' young.  Seedlings the best • " [ ]  I ' "  ~ 1 h . • / , j j . / )  _ . . . . . .  pais lblechancatosucceedat.  I • 
' I  
• . . : .. " ' (~  ~ ~  " -' .becomlng plants that wil l  • • 
:,, ' r ,': " " " . :amount t osomethlng, ether • " : ' " . . . . . , [ ]  
':. .. • ; .]hlpOsl~elngfavoureble. The • . . • . . [ ]  
• . ,um .,,, OZ, a t  - $1 .41  
.... r . . . .  " "  ~ : ~  / ,a /~ " ho ld  molI Iure where the • ' . ' 
: .  ' . . . . .  [~_~)s~/ ' .~f / /A I~ '  .. roots can get next to It, and 
: . . . . .  , ,~ ~ r~.  - ' there  ~wlII s11ii:~.l~e .good .: . '  
.: .' - .: ' ' drainage. The comb|nat ion  , 0 me , 
, . . .. ' ' . 'of the two also asduresgood. 
• " . .* ' . : - , ra t lon  and a::texture that I ~ : .%~L_~ ~ ' I  
.~ .* ' "  . '  - " read i ly  penetrate.  The i " '  ' ' " ' " 
'" ' ':. ' : . ' .. ; . supS'phosphate guarantees .. . 
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. ,  " ', ' "..: .  " : " It sovltal ' for  the 9rowth of a ! 
-, : : .. . .  ,.o, .m,  ..,o. . : (SATURDAY ONLY)  : " q : I ,  : . " . . . .  ; ::... " . •'can .forage for Itself when • I • ~ . . : . .  . you movo the transplant lnto : • " ' ' " 
r ' . . . .  . . r "the tough 01d outslde world. . I  ' ' • ' ' . . . I • 
• "" . '; ,' "Such a good:ste, rtIs all Im- : . . . " I. 
*: ' i, ' " --' :parlant:In the.l'Jfe of a plant. : 
• ...:~/ , ,-~. . '~d"  .mlXl lng:o.  . IIiIIIlIIMI!IIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIII 
i .  " :  Oomplimlnlg Of: " 
i: :! : Nurse.Up|Iiid r GORDON***,. and LTD,ANDERSON 
HC HLFFE-the beer   u've been i: ' 
' Kalum Lake 
Drive,, 
i!: i 
Store Hours: Tues. to Sat. t a.m. to $:30 p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
] 
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"Wal ly"  Khad ik in  
IFirst album artist 
playing Lakdse 
Hotel 
H you've been wandering 
around the Lakelse Hotel 
lately'you may have been 
enticed into the lounge by the 
voice and music of a very 
lntercetin~ sin~er. 
" Walter("Wally") 
Khadikin started his "gig" 
at the hotel about a week ago 
and already has gained k 
loyal following of listmers. 
, Although he shuns labels 
and comparisons to other 
musicians, Khadlkin's ound 
could be loosely defined as 
country-folk, a little bit like 
Gordon Lightfoot, but with 
nuances that belong to his 
own s~e¢ial style. 
Born and raised in Nelson, 
B.C. Khadikin has travelled 
and played across Canada, 
and in England, Spain, the 
U.S. and the Carribean. 
He has also gained 
recognition through his 
television work. 
For those who want to 
continue to hear Khadikin's 
songs when he leaves 
Terrace to play in Van- 
couver, his first album is on 
sale at the hotel. 
Khadikin Will be per- 
forming at the Lakelse for 
two more weeks 
Canadian drama passes 
adolescent growth stage 
Canadian drama, though 
still in its infancy, has had a 
long gestation period. 
Though theatre has been at 
least part of the Canadian 
experience since before Con- 
federation, the first seeds for 
a creative environment in 
Canada were probably sewn 
with the first Dominion 
Drama Festival in 1933, and 
today, playwrights, actors 
and others involved in 
presenting l ive theatre, are 
worki~ still toward needed 
financial and cultural 
recognition i Canada. 
Stage Voices, edited by 
Geraldine Anthony, is an 
attempt to follow the growth 
of Canadian drama by using 
the direct testimony of 
playwrights hemselves. She 
chose 12 to represent the 
various changes that have 
taken place. 
The early voices indudo 
John Coulter, Herman 
Voadan, Robertson Davies 
• and Gwen Pharis Rlngwood. 
Thdr  stories, though per- 
sonal in scope, tell of such 
developmmts as the for- 
mation of the Canada 
Council, the Dominion 
Drama Festival and the 
advent of radio drama on the 
CBC. 
OTHER VOICES FOLLOW 
In succession, follow the 
voices of those playwrights 
who arrived in the 
awakening and still are 
contributing actively to the~ 
new ege of Canadian drama: 
writers such as Tom 
Flubber fighters. 
may get 
Beatles back 
TORONTO (CP) -- Oskar 1968--- the day Martin Luther 
Morawetz, composer and King was ussesalnated.-that 
professor of music at the Morawetz felt moved to 
University of Toronto, was finshhis assignment. 
commissioned in 1967 by 
Russian cellist Mstislav Morawctz said Tuesday 
Rustropovitch to compose a that his composition, 
piece of music with a unique completed in the summer of 
orchestratio 1968, will be broadcast cn 
It was not until April 4, CBC radio and about 15 U.S. 
Better Benefits F Some. 
Divorce or AnnuLment 
CPP pension credits earned by a husband 
and wife during marriage may be divided 
equally between them if the marriage ends 
in divorce or annulment after January 1,1978. 
This ensures that an asset accumulated 
through the efforts of both spouses while 
they were married can be shared equally by 
both when the marriage is dissolved. 
of~ent  Benefits. 
Post-Mortem Benefits. 
Applications for retroactive benefits (i.e. up 
to 12 .months) can now be made on behalf 
of a deceased person, in oases where a 
contributor qualified, but failed to apply, 
before death. Families or estates will be 
entitled to receive benef~ in such cases. 
Himlnatlon of'Reductlons 
in Children's Benefits. 
Orphans' and disabled contributors' 
children's benefts are no longer reduced for 
the fifth and subsequent children. All children 
in a family, regardless of its size, are eligible 
to receive equal benefits. 
These important arneMments o the Canada Pension Plan 
came into force on January 1st, 1978. 
If you have any questions, contact the Canada Pension Ran 
office nearest you: 
Retirement benefits may now be paid 
retroactively for a period of up to 12 months 
to contributors who had attained age 65 
but who are under age 70 and who have 
retired from the labour force. 
Health and Welfare Sant6 et Bien-~tre social 
Canada Canada 
Monlquo B6gin, Minister Monique B6gln. MJnistm 
Prince George 
Oxford Building 
Suite 219 
280 Victoria Street 
V2L 4X3 
Tel. (604) 564-1137 
Grainger of Vancouver; 
James Reaney, whose 
D0nnelly Trilogy played in 
theatres from Halifax to 
Vancouver in 1976; and John 
Herbert, whose work For- 
tune a,d Mm's Eyes won 
him the Floyd S. Chalmers 
award as the best Canadian 
play produced in Toronto in 
1975. 
The more recent English- 
- Canadian voices to be heard 
include Michael Cook, a 
writer born in England who 
has made Newfoundland his 
home and inspiration; David 
French, whose play Leaving 
Home has bean produced by 
• about 60 Canadian theatre 
companies and was made 
into a 90-minute CBC4ele- 
vision production,hand 
David Freeman, whose play 
Creeps won the New York 
Critics Drama Desk Award 
in 1974. 
FRENCH REPRESENTED 
Sister . Anthonxnindudes 
the voices of two popular 
FranchCanadian 
p laywr ights ,  Michel  
Tremblsy, writer of 1 ~- stage 
~filmayS, three musicals, four 
scripts, two novels and 
numerous hort stories, and 
Michel Garneau, the pest- 
playwright whose work is 
regarded as a sensitive 
approach toward the life and 
language of the Quche~is. 
Reading Stage Voices 
from start to finish does not 
give a complete un- 
derstanding of the history of 
Canadian theatre. But it does 
give the reader more of an 
inside view to the drama's 
developmont. 
Each of the playwrights 
within is from a seJ)arate ra 
but all convey the sense of 
being fomshow a part of a 
larger, perhaps national 
• ~eation. 
The book also includes an. 
appendix containing a 
selective list of drama 
awards available in Canada 
as well as a list of Canada 
Council awards. 
To drama student, 
• aspiring writer and theatre- 
goer, Stage"Voices provides 
some excellent insights into 
Canadian theatre and drama 
in gmeral .  
When that next party 
r'i 
. ' . .  . 
starts lagging, why not_whip 
out The Complete Cross- 
Canada (~lz and Game Book 
and .test your guests' 
Imowlodge of Canadians. 
"I pulled out a random 
selection of all the facts that 
I had gathered throughout 
the years" resulting in a 
conglomeration f 30 quizzes 
covuring mostly offbeat and 
unusual evants occurring in 
all provinces in Canada. 
Where are such places as 
Chocolate Cove, Calves' 
Nose,. Snake's Bite, Horse 
Chops, Burnt Church or 
1)omen located? 
. II I 
q,F,-a 
Ira Ikst f~wn Ib~d in ~. Wedd ," 
"Scenery is fine but human nature is finer." John Keats 
I 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
EVELYN ANWEILER 
t35.5571 or 
WENDY CLIBBETT 
135.~14 # 
ATTEND S .E, 
¢ ; : : I )H  
; PARISH 
4830 Straume Ave. Terrace 
Phone 635-2312 
.m..s OF 
. . . . . . .  " ~ " : " " " :~ '  10: '15 a .m.  -~ ' " '  
voun 0HRH BAPTIST ,3o ~m Pastor D.K. Hale 635.9396 
Corner of Halliwell 
en~..~o.,. OHUROH 
SundaylO:O0 a.m.schOolBible Teaching. C H O I C E  
l l  :OOa.m Morning Worship Car. Sparks 8. Keith MENNOHITE   rvoo ..o..,..,..r IS ...-4o, TH Study Home,,-.O, BRETHREN 
Weds, 8:00 Home Bible 
Studies unday School 9:,L5 a.m. CHgROH 
Uplands"'Y°u are Welcome at a.m.M°rning Worship 11:0(] SUN" J~Vju~J~"  
3406 Eby Street 63s.3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
KHOX OHURH 
UNI11SD OF CHRIST ,o:oo a.m, Sun,a, ~,oo 11:00 a.m. Family Worshl] 
GOD LUTHERAN ~e.,ce 
OHURCH 3341 River Drive ¢HUROH 
Terrace, B.C. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 638-1561 Car. Sparks St. 
Minister Rev. Rev. R.L. White & Park Ave. 
I on -  B IM I  In l ; InUOl  Dave Martyn Sunday School 10:00 a.m 
Rev. R.L. White Rev. Roll Nosterud ANGLIOAN 
Morning Worship 11:0J 635.5882 
Sunday SchoOl s.m. 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 e.m Evening Worshlp 7:30 p.m. Uornlng Service31:00a.m 0HUROH 
Under 12- 11:00 a.m. Prayer Service Wed. 7:3(] Church School 9:45 a.m. 4726 LazelleAve. 
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. p.m. Sunday School, Con- 635.9019 
flrmation Sunday Services: 
• • " YoUth and Adult Classes 9:30a.m. Informal Service 
, Church School & Adult 
' Discussion 
11:00 a.m. Holy Com. 
v munion for the family 
• ~,, " ~ .  Ministers: , 
. ' Rev. Lance Stephens. 635. 
k ' ]~  ~ k ~  ~ Rev. Stephen Inoue . 635. 
' " ' "  X 
.. v n m e ~ .  = I~na~y - ~:3o ".m. • 
• : • " iKneedrlll (Prayer) 
R;FOIIMi:B .:oo a.m.. Holiness 
=' -= . . . . . .  ~"  Meeting 
vnvnvn~/~U"l~ltU~, ):0o p .m. -  Final Praise 
Meeting. _ . 
: Our Guest SpeaKer will be 
SparksSt. & L ieut . -Co lone l  Haro ld  
StraumeAve. Sharp, the Divisional 
Rev. S.Van Daalen Commander f rom Van, 
~ouver. 
;unday School • Terrace 1( 5alvatlonlst from all acres., 
a.m. Pacific Northwest will b( 
Sunday School • Remo h00 n attendance at this Great 
p.m. Event. 'Special music etc. 
11: O0 a.m. Worship Service 
5:00 p.m. Worship Service 
....••.•.•;•••...•...........•.....••.•....••.......•....••...•.•.•.:.:.•.:.•....•....•...•.••••.•.....•....•.•..•.............•.•........•....•..........••....•.....•......%...`.......•...•.......•.••••:.:.•.:.:.••:.•. .... •., ;'.'.'~'.'-'.';'.'.'.'.'-'.'.'.'.'.'..... . .  ......... , ............,..o..~' .`v....~....~°~........~......¢~....`...~,..~...%.....%.~.~...~.~.....`~`.`.~...........~`.~`.....`.....~...~.~:::`:..:~.~::`::~:::::~.~:~:~:;: 
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• p Smnthers' ranchers arade wolf-mauled, calf. oaroasses,.to., prove, wolves  . . , , ,  pose serious threats livelihood 
:. SMITHERS - Protesting/ 
"too much talk and not : 
enough action", three 
• Klspiox .Valley ranchers 
armed with graphic proof of 
the ~ ~-.predator ,- problem, 
demonstrated at the 
provindal.bnilding on Main 
~treet"and at the mall on 
Friday, ; . 
":The. ranchers • w~re 
prot~ting i~formation.in a
story in °set week's Interior 
News which said that 
$100,000 had been spent on 
predator control in the past 
thr~ee , years during which 
time': there had been 99 
~nflrmed/cattle kills as a 
result of wolves. 
"I~ yOU want carcasses, 
we've got carcasses," one of 
the ranchers said. The 
ranchers complained that  
BdanBaldwin, did not ac- ~ "It'seither the wolforme, 
. curatdyreflent the number and I'm defenseless,', said 
of k~ there actuailyhad Walter Klo~kn~ of :.~ew 
• been. The ranchers claimed ltazelton. Ttm solUtiOn m to 
that seme cercasses were eliminate all wolves from 
never foanci. ;~  ~thin 50 miles of an~, farm." 
The three ranchers were Spalding agreed with:the 
met a t  the provincial ranchers • -that confirmed 
building by local branch kills perhaps did not as- 
director Dave Spalding. In  curately reflect he extent of 
response tor~chers' claims the kills. He pointed oUt that 
that telephohe calls corn- Baldwin's report included a 
plaining ~f Ikedatlon to the number of reported losses 
fish and wildlife office had which could not be verified 
gone unanswered, Spalding 
said, "The control officer 
can only do so much." He 
told ranchers, to call him 
personally if th~ are having 
trouble with the Office. 
Two gutted ~eerceesen of 
calves they claimed were the 
victims o f  wolves were 
paraded 'thrbught the town, 
causing revulsion among 
u wolf kills, .He also painted 
out that the $3S,000 a year. 
spent on predator control 
went o a variety of projects 
aside from wolf control, 
including some nuisance 
control of bears and .a 
number of conservation 
projects.. 
One of the dead calf car- 
vasses paraded tBrough 
ditlon, I'm worth $1,000 to the 
game department, but 
nothing to the rancher." 
Joe L'Orea, a member of 
the local predator 
management committee, 
said he tought the domou- 
stretion signified "nothing" 
about the predator control 
programlJ.+As far as I'm 
concerned, the ranchers are 
missing the point by 
demonstrating that • wolves 
killed some calves. 
Everyone knows that, given 
the right :situations, wolves 
will kill calves. 
Compensation Needed 
'Td like to Imow a lot more 
abut that particular 
situation," OL'Orsa said. 
"Specifically, l'd like to 
know the extent of ani~nal 
husbandry provided for thou 
calves. They're small flgur~:0n!the numbs" of causlnl 
Confirmed kills, compiled by Main Street shopperS. Smithers Friday bore a sign calves; were they in a fenced 
predator- control officer " RanehersDefenseltms" which rea d, ."In this con- area provided ose in to the 
Q view from uoboo : 
TW 0 FRENO H-OAN AD I AN ED ITOR IlLS 
US-USSR switch to hard line policy 
i.i:~!hefoiiowlng IS a sdectbn lost sight of, even if for the salaries, they can ul~'ays 
~d~edltorlats on current The head of the White moment, it is behind the continue to buy these high- 
!/oples. translated by The House said openly that "the headlines.Georges Vigny quality foods that are con- 
~Canadlan( Press from the money we spend for our (March 18) tinuing to become more ~.d 
•'rea. tMaowl etwo surer, dafm.ce is.not:w.asted; we' ~erbrookeLaTrlbane: If more expensive: after all~ 
The Soviet Union did not 
delay in giving its reply. 
Tass, in a statement Friday,. 
returned the accusation: It is 
Washington which is using 
"a policy/of aggravation of 
tension." After the usual 
comment about collusion 
between Washington and 
Israel, the Official Soviet 
:~n . . tp laow . eCwo l iar,  
~we~s ' having apparmily 
rcnoun'eed .an aeeom- 
.~nbdating'style in favor of 
:~the hard l ine". . . .  
~'. A battle of the titans has 
been going on, but the 
/various signs can only be 
understood If it is assumed 
~that here is almost a total 
::'::breakdown i  East-West i i~relationa, 
" Feeling strong after his 
first major success with 
Congress, where the first of 
two treaties With Panama-- 
that concorning neutrality-- 
~was just passed by a 
i majority of two-thirds plus 
.~ one, Jimmy Caner gave a 
~: curious speechFriday at 
Wake Forest University in 
North Carolina. The 
pres0mting his whole 
i dofence policy in terms of 
~the Soviet expansionist pesh. 
i This is a change of tone as 
well as one of substance. 
are.facing a challenge and . you. can no longer control 
wewill do all that must be your budget because in- 
done to meet It., Almost as flation is harassing you, be 
an.exannlde of. his thinking, careful of. what foods you 
Friday afternoon he vlslted purchase, and buy Canadian 
that marine colossus, the products. You will thus kill 
USS Eisevhower, a nuclear: two birds with one stone. You 
powered aircraft carr ier  'will help Canadian workers 
that met $2 biltion. This was . to earn a living and Finance 
not an acddett because Minister Jean Cbretien to 
Carter had Just~ denounced resolve a particularly did'- 
the Soviet naval *effort.... flcultproble~n for a political 
party that is preparing to 
r present itself before the 
~1~ people. 
a:. Certainly, it will be 
s I necessary to deprive 
yourself of fresh fl'uit, and 
!ii vegetables for another few 
! ~ . months, but these are 
u I sacrifices that he Canadian 
, l people wil) accept witth Joy 
propaganda agency added: undcourage. Besides, people 
"It is wall:known that the with modest or dearly in- 
Soviet Union is not lcoldng sufficient revenues have 
for unilateral advantage already started to eliminate 
through its policyin Africa, from their grocery orders 
the' bfiddie East or ~in Is- such ~uaneceseary foods as 
trade with the United States 
must not be eliminated 
entirely. 
Jean Chretien Is not wrong 
to call on consumers to be 
more careful when they walk 
down supermarket aisles. 
But careful buyingwill not 
bring down prices, unless 
there is a systematic boycott 
of imported foods. Nobody is 
demanding that Canada'i 
finance minister find the 
megie solution for 
eliminating inflation. This 
worldwide phenomenon was 
partially Mowed "in Canada 
by the anti-inflation controls 
whose effects will end April 
14. Instead of hm'rying to 
answer questions from the 
oppositiea, Chretien would 
profit by spending some time 
thinking, which would eilow 
him to avoid trite comments. 
It is perhaps not up to con- 
sumers to change all their 
Ixdlding, St. Mary's is owned 
by a large Iranian syndieete. 
When its courses were ad- 
vertlsedln Tsheran recently, 
- 700 students applied, but the 
!'~' The basic assumption is rael." Throughout this oranges, grapefruit, lettuce habits, incloding the most 
~vory explicit: The United jargon, there lathe phrase and fresh vegetables. They healtbyunen, anch as buying 
~States "wiil..~ L~L'mit ~Y. "it is well .~'o~v~,"'which is understood that what is too fresh ~.  ~ The,govern- 
~eation to o~t'~i~',,j~ilj..~~ nearly a l~a  sign of pxpeneive~,~fp~, thei~ ~n.ent iildiP, haili~the'~tespe~ - 
~superlority." .Thi~ eox~s falsehood! . ' . . "  . pocketbook~-~be, ff not" ~h i ] I ty '~:~ effects 
~af~-°ter stating that' the So~i~ The sold war has been 'had for the health, at Icest~ of Inflatl~f0r'i~e~ple with 
!war effort is excessive, gningonfora long time. But easily replaced by eannad low income, It is not with 
:~t~d~ing to account :'the are we ever out of it? This is substitutes. As for wage- such'solutions that Chretien 
. l~e] required for defence"., a question that must not be earners who count on rising will discharge hb pda l  
i .... Bumper fish harvest brings NeMie smiles 
:'Newfoundland's trawler ~awlers to take the full crews have been earning already has brought new 
fleets.have been ringing in quota in the first few weeks between $700 and $1,000 each prosperity to" the fishery. 
~bumper catches since the of 1978. for a 10-to-12-day Voyage. While there had not been 
~1978 season started. "The unusual success of EARNING OVERTIME time for fish. stocks to 
. recover, the 320-hilomstre the trawlersin the gaff area The goud trawler landings 
Trawlers, operating in the was not anticipated," a mean that processing plant l imit,  has~redueed , the  
'Gulf of St. Lawrence bet- flch~gien spokesman said. employees are not only fully numl~ of foreign ' fishing 
:wean North Sydney, N.S., "Vessels were returning employed but are earning's ships opiating off New- 
and Port aux Basques, Nfld., with full fish holds and as substantial amount of foundland:and Labrador and 
took such heavy catches of high as 30,000 estra pounds overtime~ - impoeedstrict ontrols over 
"cod during January that piled on their decks." On Newfoundland's south~ these that fare allowed in. 
federal fisheries officials Theelesureforbidsfurther coast, where trawler fleets The result is that/more fish 
had to prohibit further use of use of. trawling gear in the operate year round, the are available ..'for local 
trawling gear in the area. gulf area, but fishermen still economy is steadily rising, trawlers~/: 
: Even though the cod quota are permitted touse~fll nets The Burls Peninsula, with More fish also are 
in the gulf had been in- and other fixed gear. four large processing plants reaching the inshore fishing 
creased this year to 3,200 Trawlers operating on andmodern trawler fleets, i s  grousds and most inshore 
metric tons from 1,000 last other fishing groundo als0 becoming one of the most fishermen made °x- 
year, good weather and ice- have been returning with- prosperous areas of Atlantic ceptionally good wages dur- 
free waters enabled the bumper catches. Their Canada, a far cry from a ing the.1977 season. . -... . .. Final figures for 1977. are . . . . .  decade ago when the plants not yet available, but 
: " .p  ,ex=ons"vo I ran ian-  were ontheruptny. . brink of bank-estimatssarethatthetotal 
--. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  It means that Canada's catch was around 800'million 
- declaration of a 320- pounds, an increase of 54 English schoo l  kllometre economic zone nd]lionpotmdsover 1976. 
******************* **********  
'CP)--St. Mary's Coft,e, nchool lallmitedbyplanning. ~, T ~  T ~  T ~  ' i 
Once an Anglican convent off authodtles to 80 students. 
England's outh coast, has 
been converted into a de lure Few of the boys have ~ , .  . ;. , :  ' 
~rivate School for Iranian passed any qualifying ~ "". " 
students, examination. Most speak : 4720 LAKELSE AVE.  PHONE 638-8111 
,: It is the most expensive little or no English and few 
students, ranging in age sequantly, the first six SHOWING AT P .M,  ~* 
froml4to2~,arelcarnlngto months of -their two-year • Who " 
be ,ng~ gantlmen at a con ~ be dovoted to R hoWind : 
cost of &K,400 ($6,800) a learning English.' The un , 
year; compared with M=3,?O0 remaining time win.be spent 
at Gordonstoun, Bcotland, brhtgingtheir education tO :MAn ut W|  = 
educeted.~vhce Prince Pidilp was thetmlveraltYhope of standardsa degree, with • 26-28 Two-ffin • rnin ::~ 
~,A' massive ' red-brlck " 
schoolinvitel°ealandPegplet°talkto theVisitboysthe ~,. MAR, 39-APR,4 Saturday Night Fever 
about politics and the 
English wayof doing things. 
NAB. 25 
Modem, 5 storey, first clanl ma4or ho~d. Good 'liocmtkm "-- I Modk kern 
beach. F.~glleh Bay and S~antay F~rk, n~m downKmm. ~o~lpln9 w4thin 3 
bl,xkt~ 125 a.,ac,lvsly a,.Rm,~l~d a,~..¢m,dlqloe~l soomo, al.~li~Ft, " ak l~W 
omits and sullen - each wli/h p¢lvalo bstb. color 1R/md I~t~e. D~nk~ll 
Room and Coff~ Shop. ~ wah ,m/m~.  Sa~l~ and N,~dng 
Rooms. ~dw-ln lobby and Ik~ paddag. 
swa SSl. ~ oIDql.'lN~a 116 
175S Davke S/met. Vam¢~'  V(,O |M.  ~ IN}4MMI~- I I151 celi~'t 
fekmO4- l l l l l  : '~ '/ , ;~ , ' 
. ; :  
For the Love of eon j i  .: ; ~ 
MAR; 25.: For the Love of Bonji~ :;" i 
MAR, 26 28 ! " . r' n n' : "h a';'~':'" . 
~i The Liltlo Birl who Liven Down the LanB~ 
:~ MAR. 29-APR. I . ,  The Pore Pore 6,rlo 
ranch buildings, or were 
they running at large ina 
bush ares? 
"The fact that the wolves 
kill calves is obvious. We 
want to know the cir- 
cumstances of the ldll~ and 
wshat he ranching practises 
are. If the guy's ranching 
practises are poor, the 
rancher has no case. 
"If the practises are good, 
then it's a question o! i~ow Commenting on the cost of 
much the public wishes to wolf control, 'L'Orsa said, 
subsidize yeu operation," "In view of the cost we seem 
L'Orsa contlnued, to be incurring already for 
"The subsidy, aside from band-aid predator control, 
farm assurance, is how and when we consider the 
much the'public wishes to additional costs probably 
pay, in taxpayers' dollars, to required for the type of long- 
control these wolves, and 
how much the public wishes 
to trade off a valuable 
resource, namely the wolves To insure a sa[ 
then'lselves." 
S MBER LODGE 
WEEKEND SPEOIAL! 
' at  the 
SLUMBER LOD6E MOTOR IH  
Prince Rupert• 
(9093rd Ave. W.) 
Travelling to Prince Rupert for the Weekend? 
We have a "DEAL" for you I 
Two nights for. the price of One. 
Reserve your well appointed 
- 2 bedded (1 queen, 1 double) 
room for Friday and Saturday for the 
regular one day rate. 
• Two people $30.00 plustax 
-Three $35.00 p!us tax" 
Four $39.00 plus tax 
Dlnin9 room and lounge 
Cable - colour TV 
Close to shopplng 
For free reservation call any Slumber Lodge or 
Terrace.635-6302 or ' " Pdnce Rupert- 6"27-1711 
Please dip ad'and Wesmt at reglstration, offer e(plres May 15,1978. 
term program which would 
better satisfy public opinion, 
then a com- 
pensationprogram to help 
the rancher ecover some of 
his losses to predators, 
begins to make economic 
sense." 
le  dr iv ing career, 
trust the experts  to show you 
how. It may  save your  l ife. 
Skeena Driving School 
B.C. 6overnment Bonded 
635-1532 
THEATRE** 
: PASSES i 
-to 
~ Hidden somewhere, in the .~ 
i , 
.tK ** . ads in the entertainment * 
section are two Ten-ace ~* • 
phone numbers . .}  
Find them, and if one is yours you've * 
Pick up your tickets at the Herald .~ 
.~ office, 3212 Kalum St. 
WEDDING RECEPTIONS 
PRIVATE PARTIES RESTA U RA N T 
BANQU ETa 
CATERING <:~FRESE & CANADIAN FOOD 
DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
10 a.m. to 1 a.rn. Monday - Saturday 
HECTORS 11 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday 
PHONE 635.6111 
MON-SAT. SPM/!'  PM ! [  4642 Lazollo West of 0FTK 
4620 Lakolse Avenue 
i sanllman INN " I , . ,  I . .  
"PROBABLY THE BEST;' 
5:00 p.m. a 11:00 p.m. 
CHAR-BROILED ST~AK$. J Swiss Steak 
Steamed Rice 
4736 £ak se Ave, Mexican Corn • Buttered Peas 
Dessert and Beverage Included 
• 63s-s.1 
5:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. 
" Baked Ham 
Char,Broiled Steak $ 239 Raisin and Pineapple Sauce 
Including: BAKED POTATO Scalloped Potatoes 
CHOICE OF SALADS and French Cut Green Beans 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST. Dessert and Beverage included. 
King'Size Steak Dinner. $ 4 99 MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY 
• Tenderloin Steak Dinner $ 4199 ~ ~ 
~Steak&ShrimpCombo. $4.39 ~II~L , .  , l l~mF , 
• ' Dm~ret ' ~ " ,L. ' : ', Umbo Shrimp . '  ! ,$ 2.99 I I r  ' q k ~ i ~ ~ d ~ _ ~  , , .~Mm,  
' " . lift ~" ~, tM i , _ -  ~ wu onus 
, Chopped Beef Dinner . $1.s9 IIII ~ _ _ . . ,  
The Mikeburger $1:3~ o~ ~ 4BZ§. nwy,  ]§_ '.W, 
'=., ,o.,,=.. =. . . . . .  ,,,.o,,,, IIII lerraooj B,u. ,,~ • • , .  ,,, ~ in. . . . .  
U 
! 
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Rivers & Shores 
by Jim Culp 
Easter weekend fishing 
With the Spring weather malting the valley bottom Snow 
pack and genecaily pecking up the spirit .of yo.u and .l-- 
long Easter weekend will likely see eonstoeran~e angling am 
outdoor activity. 
-.lee will still be on most of our Interior Lakes so there is no 
posaibility of unlimbering the fly rod or trolling outfit, Ice 
Jishing is still worth a try, alth~gh the valley bottom t ,~.~ 
could be showing some rotten ice with the last week ot tuna 
weather. 
Generally speaking the best opportmd.ty for a fishing 
weekend would appear to be a salt water ap- -  u you nave a 
good sea worthy boat-- or you know someone who will share. 
their beat with you. The contacts that I bare madehave 
indicated there has been steady salmon fishing in Kitimat 
Arm all winter, with no slackL~ off in  recent weeks. 
Chinooks from 6 to 20 pounds have been taking herring strip, 
strip teasers and herring and I am sure the many variety of 
lures used for trolling. Moat of the fish seem to be found in 
depths from 30' to60'. The most productive method for getting 
down to the feeding chinooks is with the popmar 
dewnrisgers, which have a heavy S-10 pound lead weights 
suspended on 100 pound test wire line, which in turn is coiled 
onto a hand gurdy mounted onto either side of the boat. 
Rather than hooking upheavy 6to 16 ounce lead weights to 
ones trolling line, the line festens to a release clip which is 
mounted on the downrigger cable. The herring strip or 
whatever lure that is used in tied tn a normal way to the 
trolling line. There is no lnt~erence from the downrl~er 
cable with the herring strip and flasher worldng in the usual 
way, - -  the advantage being that whatever depth the 
downr i~ weight s lowered to, that is the depth where you 
are flshin& Thegreat benefit of the downri~er inonce a fish 
is hooked, the fl~hing line releases from the downrigger cable 
allowing the angler to play the fish without any heavy 
weights restricting its movements. 
While the downdsger methodis very productive, I believe 
mooching is the most sporting way to .go and just as 
productive, once you have learned where to fish. A long 
limber od of about 10 feet and a single action reel are used-- 
the boat is stopped or anchored in one spot and the angler 
lowers alive herringm' herring strip to within approximately 
lS feet of the bottom and waits for a ddnoo~ to come along 
and grab the bait. Very few salt water a~len  monch in our 
area, which in hard to understand. 0nly 1 to 3 ounces of 
weight, with no herring dodger or flanSe~ are used to get the 
bait down to where the big ones amlurking. Since our Salt 
water boys and inlets can be very clear this time of y_ear., 12 
pound test leaders or less are recommonded - -  all  in all it/s a 
productive sporting way to fiah t Give it a whirl this weekend. 
As well as the salmon fishing, I understand crab fishing has 
I 
. .  NOTIOE 
bees quite good. And it the salmon ere not bit~g, th.ere are 
many varieties of rockfish, l l~  cod, halibut, eta. to be haa. 
'the)' can be the finest fish to eat, -- butte in my eatln=tien • • .' 
th ,  ca]mou or trout. • , BUSINESS DIRECTORY The Kitimat can likewise be spotty md it is still early for 
the best fishing. Fly fishing for eutthrout and dolly vardun, 
feeding on salmun fry, is most productive in the Lakelse and 
Kitimst rivers. Unfortunately, once again it is a bit early for 
good results. The water in these two rivers has not warmed 
up mough to move the salmon fry and alevins out of the 
grevd, as a result he eutts and dollies just won't be showing 
inlar,enumhere. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
While I haven't personally fished in the Kltimat rlv~ Oave 
estuary or blinette Bay for cutthroat, I wouldn't be surprised ao  -~_  _. _ , = J , ,  _ " ~ .  ~"  
it there is some exceilmt fly fishing this time of year for Broasse_, ,' 
these s~a]L~Y fish. 'l'ry a tled<lown-mkmow pattern or an}' 
n~ ~ts.on,a • mau ~sh. u its ex~lo.Uun or.nom_e~ ~lnt r l l l l l l g  
different for the weekend, this eotdd[he a good bet. If  you • FACIALS  * • PEDICURE 
should to to the Lakelse dyer, dou't forset --. from the C.N. H A I RCON DI T ION I N G MAN I C U R E 
Railroad bridge upstream to 1~ke)se Lake, ffs 'fly t"nhing Rerooflng Specialist 
only' - -  no roe, beam orether lures are allowed. A person STYL ING HOT WAX "DE Pl LAT ION 
muat use a fly rod, reel and line and release carefully an)' FREE ESTIMATES ' - (NO CUTTING)  
dark or spawnk~ steelhend that are canght. No.12-3624 Ka lum St. Phone 635.4788 
A good. angling weekend to a l l  Cail evenings 635-4600 • (Sunnyh i l l •Tra i le r  Park)  
- FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS I s , 
AUTOVEST I me and try our excellent I • I 
Before yeu boy, investlgotethondvantagesofthlsrent- I elections @f FOR YOUR HOME AND I 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why I 
tie up your cash or bxrowlng power, tat and last I reported rnl M-t  L l~ ' -~ l~~ INDUSTRIAL NEEDS '1 
months rant and drive away. I 
EXAMPLES . I cheeses a= I 
711 F 35O pickuPl 78 Econollne 170 c leo p.I , 
S140.00permonth|s134.00permonthl S129.00per mon~ I Northland 6293 K IHh  
szm.oo I s,,m.oo I S1,875.00 I 11918) b . ,  ~,~_, 
or ,simply return I or si_mj~ly returnJ or simply return | 
78 =mare HTI;II Zel~hyr ~tslll 7e Dodce Van I ,l 4623" Lakelse ~, .. - .........~ .. Phone 635-2833%"~I r |! 11:;'*"~ ' 
S139.00 per monthl S124.00 per month I $129.00 per month i 
lease end price| lease end price I lease end price| 
S2,02S.00 , Sl,nS.00 , S,,STS.00 • , " " II 
or simply retornl or stmply raters| ur simply return I Satel l i te Vinyl 
78 Fiesta : dr. I ; ;  F150 4 X 4 17;- O~d, Co.a. l 
$99.00 per mo,thl SlSS.00per monthl $139.00per month I " / ~ ' J ' I I custom Furniture- Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
I lease end pricel lease end price I lease end price |t ~ ~ 'd~O~ I I Repair .Van ConversionAccessories- R.V. Supplies - 
I st4oo.oo I S2,27S.00 I st,o=s.~0 i 
fl~ R l lY  &Mri  SELL I I Headliners.TonneaoCovers-AutoCarpet" V.W. Seals l 
orslmpiy returnJ.or simply refurniur simply return. I I I Boattopping & Hardware . Vinyl Car Tops - 
~=--~-'i~--~'~,'e~" , : " I" I " recovered in original color and material, front & back 
I ' FOR FURTHER INFORMATION . ,~ .=~ =, . . , , , . a .  ' ,  . . . .  ' ~ ~ ; I :  I $225 - Uphoister9 Fabrics, Vinyl & leather - Complete 
i CALL LARRY HAYES- RICHARDS 92 B Old Lakelse Lake Road I I Corvette: supplies. 
! COLLECT987-7111 lone 635 3081 ' I I Antique Auto Restoration 
" I I R.R. 2 John's Road 
i BELMONT LEASING LTD. , I I Phone 635.4348 
I 1160 MARINE DRIVE 
I NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A, a I , 
I 
IN OBSERVANCE OF EASTER, the offices of the District of 
• Terrace will, in addition to the normal weekend closing 
dates, :be closed on the following days: 
:':' o lnRIm " Good Fr iday- i irrJl l  24, !918 
• . " - ' ' -  Eader ,  Monday.  M ink  27, 1978 .. . ,  .:] -, 
GARBAGE .ORMALLYcoLLECTED ON FRIDAY WILL BE P iCKEDUPON : .  
• ' " THURSDAY, MAROH 23 ,1978 • . " " 
GARBAGE NORMArLY COLLECTED ON MONDAY WILLBE PICKEDUP ON 
• 'iiJi:SDA¥, MARCH 28, 1978 '~  . ". ' - " 
THE SANITARY LANDFILL IS OPEN AT ALL TIMES TOVEHICLES OF LESS 
DISTilleT OF, lrEnmOE 
THAN ONE TON. 
Hales Cabinet 
and Millwork 
Custom Kitchens 
Residential and Commercial 
5110 Keith Phone 635.545S 
I 
I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I 
"~ ~ FOR A PHOTO THAT 
SPARKS A ME/~ORY 
~'( /~,~ '~ SEE KEN AT: 
" ~--o~-- j~, J / /~l  1-4621 Cakelse 
) /  Phone 638-1464 
v CLOSES MO.OAY 
I 
Spun-Dee 
lufllers Ud. 
3010 G Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
PHONE 638-1991 
Exhaust Systems • 
Shocks 
Jstom Pipe Bending 
MR, BUSiNESSMJN! 
The Space Is Reserved . 
For Your Ad, 
#all us at 636-6367 9 to 6 
ALBEF A'S SWlNGIN'SUMMER 
It starts in eady July, with the world's 
oiggest rodeo-- the Calgary Stampede. 
But it's more than a rodeo. Hang onto your 
Stetson while you ride ferris wheels and 
"ocket rides, take in chuckwagon races, 
3tage shows, casinos, comedians, singing 
and dancing acts, and carry on till all hours 
n nightspots. For ten days you can enjoy 
)anc_ake breakfastuBwed-froma . 
# 
chuckwagon, square dance in the streets, Gold Rush - Gay '90s era. ResideMs and 
and songs like Home on the Range become visitors alike dress up in silk vests, top hats, 
singalong hits again. 
It's wild. It's carefree. And  a million 
people get caught up in the fun. You will 
too. 
But that's onlythe beginning. Take a 
couple of days to catch your breath, then 
head toedmonton for:KI0ndike 
Days- -  a chanco to relive the k'-'~^c~ 
cutaway coats, spats, or ostrich plumes, 
bustles, parasols. Overnight,the city 
becomes populated with Klondike Kates, 
sourdoughs and riverboat gamblers. 
Crowds form around roulettetables in the 
casinoS. Others take their chances at the 
horse races. And you can enjoy 
• every part of i t - -  the infamous 
raft and bathtub races, the 
~0~ midway, the nightly Coliseum 
of Stars, carnival and cabaret 
o - -  even a promenade 
to show off your finery. 
It's another mammoth party. 
And.you're invited. ~ 
There isn't another 
~, celebration like it in North 
America. Three weeks of 
excitement, action and non-stop 
L enjoyment packed into July. You 
can make it your entire vacation, 
or part of your holiday. Plan to 
join the dress-up crowd 
J and get your outfit here. 
~og~ We suggest you reserve early 
~o-~ Calgary and Edmonton are alive 
:~o ~ for the Stampede and 
~ KiondikeDays, and tickets and 
'.~ accommodations are in high 
demand. 
And remember, there's no sales tax in 
Alberta. 
See you at the party, 
The Biggest Party in North America , 
Box 2500, Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada TSJ 2Z4 
• TH 
Sounds like font Please send me 
[] ticket order forms 
[] accommodation request forms for 
[] Calgary Stampede 
[] Edmonton Klondike Days 
t, 
[ ]  Both { ,, 
Name ...... 
t 
Addm$~ : " ' ' 
C~y,'Tow:', ' 
J 
Prov. . ~ . 
• e" , 
I Poldal Code 
tav  A ra 
CANADA I'I 
i 
l0 r, mmw,  Wh 6a 'm 
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Rick Martin is showing no 
ill effects from the con- 
ctmian that almost ended 
his National Hockey League 
cm'esr last month. In fact 
things could hardly he better 
for the Buffalo Sabres left 
Wll~er. 
"Things are going good for 
me now," Martin said 
Tue~lay night alter scoring 
twice to help the Sabges beat 
Lm Aiq~eles Kings 6-2. The 
two goals gave him a total of 
six goals and four assists for 
10 paints in hie last six 
games. 
after close call 
Martin returns ' r Western division hockey 
keeps busy for first place 
Martin, who scored: a goal 
just ~X seconds into his first 
shift back 13 days ago. 
"I decided to go to a 
helmet last season, when a 
friend of mine said it saved 
him from • serious Injury." 
WEARS HELMET AGAIN 
And after Martin was 
injured because' he wasn't 
wearing head pr0tee- 
llon,nthat reminded him of 
his decision. 
Los Angeles, meanwhile, 
has not been faring well and 
controversy seems to. be 
=ecping int o thelrdresning 
Stan Jonathan and Prick 
Mlddlston scored two goals 
apiece to carry Boston past 
Cleveland I 
Jonathan has scored seven 
goals in his last five games, 
raising his total to 27 for the 
year. M/ddlston has scored 
in four of the last feve for the 
Brnins, who have lost Just 
one of~thelr ast 15 and two 
of their last 21. 
The Barons, meanwhile, 
are winless in lS and have 
won Just one of their last 20. 
Glenn Sharpley scored 
twice for Minnesota s the 
Vldoria Congan earned a
tenuous third-place tie in the 
'Western. Canada Hockey 
I~gue's  Western Division 
Tuesday night with a 9-2 win 
over New Westminster 
Bruins. Both teams now 
have ~3 pointsbut the Bruins 
have a game in hand. 
In other league action 
Tuesday, Seattle Breakers 
trounced Medicine Hat 
Tigers 11-1,  Calgary 
wr~glers doubled Billings 
Bighorns 4-2, and Flin Flan 
Bombers defeated Saskntoon 
scored two goals each to 
POGWer Victoria to the win. 
ary Lupul, Bill Joboon, 
Bob Jamch, Sid Giroun and 
Mike Shields also scored for 
the Cougars, who held period 
leads of 4-0 and 8-2 and 
outsh0t he Brnina 50-~. 
John Ogrodnick scored 
both goals for the Bruins late 
in the second period. 
GETS THREE GOALS 
At Seattle, Breakers' Errol 
Rausse scored agoal In each 
period in his team's highest- 
scoring performance of the 
Russ Wildermun scored 
twice for Seattle, with 
singles coming from Ryan 
Walter, Dwayne Lowder- 
milk, Lenny Dies, Owen 
Lloyd, Anthony Thomas and 
Ron Kolnum. 
Rick Simpson scored 
Medicine Hat's lone goal as 
Seattle held period leads of 1- 
0 and 5-0. 
B reake  r 
Garry Nala'ayko stopped 21 
shots while Darrell Fur- 
manok was kept busy 
blocking 46 for the Tigers. 
Seattle now has 78 points 
for second place in the 
Western Division, 13 less 
than divlaionleading Por. 
tland Winter Hawks. 
landed herd on the 
right side of his head when 
upended by New Yxk 
Rangers defenceman Dave 
Farrish in a Feb. 9 game. He 
sufferedna severe con- 
cuulon and missed the next 
11 games, but his return to 
the Sabres, with a helmet on 
his head, •has produced 
pleasant results. 
"I've been kind of lucky 
that I 'm still playing," said 
room. In other NHL games North Stars snapped a 12- Blades 9-7. season. It.was the sixth time 
Tuesday night, Minnesota "We have to start playing game winless " At Vcotoria, Geordie ~ Rausse has scored at least 
North Stars beat Pittebm'gh playoff hockey now," said Ve~ 7-I and Boston K~e centre Marcel Dlonue. streahnagalnst struggling ertson and Dennis Fenske three goals in a game. 
Bru~s defeated Cleveland "We're glving up too many Pittsburgh. 1,1"% itt tay UmD-:---'- goals. There's to ta l  dis- The Penguins, outscored 
Ber0m.H. 0qpmisstisn out there and a 16-2 in their last two games, r r  s s n e r  
total lack of concentration, have won Just one of their 
We're luclq~ to still be in 
second place in our 
division." 
Los Angeles has won just 
toe of its last seven games 
and leads the third.place 
Detroit Red Wings by two 
points in the Norris Division 
race. But they've played two 
more games than Detroit 
and the concern is evident. 
STAN PADS TOTAL 
last seven and now find 
themselves tied with New 
York Rangers for the final 
wild-card berth in the 
pisyoffs. The Rangers, how- 
ever, have played two fewer 
games. 
Blair Chapman, who has 
scored in seven of the last 
eight games, acoredfer 
Pittsburgh, which was 
outahot 39-13. 
Reds show promise for 
'78 baseball season 
"We're Just going through 
a lull," says catcher Johnny 
Bench."The arms will start 
springing bach." 
Moekan, being counted on 
as a member of the starting 
When you have the pit- and  is bstt i~ .600 this 
ch[ng p¢oblems Cincinnati spring, connected in the 
Reds are having, you're fifth. 
grateful for little things-- Elsewhere, San Diegen- 
!lke Paul Moakau getting his Padres made Roger Craig's 
earned-rim avernge down managerial debut a winning 
from 15.~0 to 10.50. one, edging San Francisco 
"I'm not conesmed aleut Giants 9-8 on Bob Davis' tie- 
his ERA," manager SparkT breaking two-rim homer in 
Anderson grumbled after the. seventh inning. Craig 
BebWatson'stwo-nmh'omer repmced Alvin Dark, who 
helped Houston Astros was fired earlier in the day. 
defeat the Reds 5-1 in an EXIN)8 BEAT TWIN8 
exhibition baseball game Ellis Valentine d~illed a 
Tuesday. "I 'm more con- thre~run homer and an Rill 
cerned that he gave Watson single to help Montreal 
a strike with a man ca." Expos outslug Minnesota 
Besides Moskau's Twins 10-6 and Wayne 
troubles, Dale Murray has Nordbagen's tworun double 
beenta~edfersavenruusin started a foar-run fourth 
twoinnings this spring, Dong inning that enabled Chicego 
Capilla has hem shaky and White Fox to defeat Toronto 
wild and Tom Seaver's ERA Blue Jays 5.,1. 
s7.71. Aside from newly- Kansas City R0yals, who 
acquired Bill Bonham,nwho lost the ~ t@o:Amerle.an 
has work~ ~t  ~ ~p~t~ Nt~ 
~th ~ ~ . . ~ . ~  .L~. ~ ~d~a~.  ~z~ = 
me trees pronto8 nag ussn Mime both times; turmd the 
nothing to write home about, tables and outslugged the 
Yankees 11-10 on Darrell 
Porter's 'two-run homer in 
the bottom of the ninth. 
Carlton Flsk's three-run 
homer off John Camkisris 
Cardinals 7-3. 
Rea LeFlore hit a two-run 
homer off Steve Carlton to 
help Detroit Tigers beat 
Philadelphia Phlllim 6.0. 
The National League 
champion Los Angeles 
Dodgers recerdsd their t int 
success over ~n NL team this 
spring, downing Atlanta 6-1 
as the Braves committed 
five errors. 
Baltimore Orioles got 
homers from Ken Singleton 
and Larry Harlow in beating 
Tens  Rangers 11-7. 
Dave Kingman led a 16-1dt 
attacknwith a homer and 
double but Chioago Cubs 
needed a twonm ninth-inning 
one in B.C. 
Merrltt Centennials' Pat 
Murphy and Kamloopo 
Chiefs' Shawn Chisholm 
shared shutout honors as 
Merritt defeated Bellingham 
Blazers 8.0 and Kgmloops 
heat Revelstoke Bruins 7-0 in 
British Columbia Junior 
Hockey League games 
played Tuesday night. 
" In the only other game, 
Langley t~rds edged A~ 
bo~ford Flyers 54. 
The standings remained 
unaffected as Merritt held 
top position in the Int~lor 
Division with 97 points, 
seven more than Pantlcton 
Vees. Kelowna Buckaroos 
are in third spot with 78 
points, Kamloopa is 17 points 
Revelstoke has 33 and 
Vernon Vikings have 19 in 
the division basement. 
Bellingbam leads the 
Coastal Division with 8 
points, one more than 
Nasahno CHppers who are 10. ~ 
points ahead of Abbotaf~d. 
Langley Is in the division 
cellar with 36 points. 
At Merritt, Murphy made 
18 saves on his way to 
recording the shutout while 
Mike DesJardins and Randy 
Strnch combined to stop 51 
shots for Bellingham. 
rnily, oappodbyHelty Cruz's SCORED TWO EACH 
RBI single, to beat Cleveland Kelly Ferner, "Bob 
Indians 6.5. Desclmnts and Pat Rabbltt 
Ruppert Jones's seventh- each scored two goals for the 
inning homer was the wianers, while singles came 
decisive rub as Seattlb from GlenJ0hnsoJmand~Ben 
• ~:ed~ed l~d~ankee F lockbar t . . : ' .  ". , 
Brewers 5.4. " Merrltt led4-0 at the end of 
gave Boston Red Sex a 5-4 
rotation, surrendered three victory over Pittsburgh 
doubles and a pair of runs in Pirates and Dong Flynn's 
the first inning, then blanked two-run triple drove in the 
theAstrce until Watson, who tying and lead runs as New 
also bad a single and double York Mets defeated St. Louis 
Tigers loose,to TO'EARTH 
Breakers 21  :  CES. 
Breakers 'Erro l  Rausse Sesttleheldperindlcedsofl- 
ecoreda goal in each perind 0unds.0. 
as Seattle trounced Medidne Breaker  s '  net minds 
Hat Ti~ers 11-1 in a Western 
Canada Hockey League 
game before I,-571 fans 
Tuesd,~v ~ht.  
It was Seattle's l~eet -  
smtz l  performance of the 
Hmme and the sixth time 
Reuses has scored at least 
three goals in a game. .  
Russ Wilderman scored 
twice for Seattle, with 
simde8 coming from Ryan 
Waiter, Dwayne Lowder- 
milk, Leany Dies,nOwen 
Lloyd~ Anthony Thomas and 
Roa Kolman. 
Rick Simpson scored 
Medicine Hat's lone goal as 
Garry Nal~ayko .stopped St 
shots while Darrell Fur- 
manek was kept busy block- 
eng 46 for the Tegmm. _ 
Each club was assessed 
nine .minor pe~tlec and 
Medicine Hat had the only 
misconduct. 
Seattle now has 78 points. 
for  second place in the 
Western Division. 
Ask yoursel/ wheth. 
er you are happy and 
you cease to be. 
jur. league 
the first period and 6-0 aRer 
40 minutes. 
Bellingham took eight of 15 
minor pmalties and each 
team had one major for 
fighting. 
At Kamloopo, the 
Chisholm made 34 saves 
while Reveintoke goalie 
Steve Abbott was hard- 
pressed making 41. 
Mike Meste led the Cldds 
with two goals, while Murray 
Matheson, Doug Lidster, 
Tim Hunter, Glen Merkoski 
and ~ Merkeski added 
singles. 
BUILT LEAD 
Kamloopa led 1.6 after the 
first period and 4.0 after the 
second, taking five of nine 
minor, penalties assessed 
during the contest. 
A t  Langley, Maurice 
Jaeger scored twice while 
Eddie Levler, Randy Hall 
and Gerry Dogie added 
singles for-the winners who 
held period leads of 3-0 and 4- 
0. Replying for Abbetsford in
the third-porind rally were 
Jim Dobson, with three 
goals, and Anthony Mo- 
Murchey with a single. 
Abbotoford took 19 of 29 
minor penalties and each 
team took three majors. 
Mike Scbamber made 20 
saves for Abbeteford while 
Kevin qulnn stopped 32 for 
Langley. 
League . play resumes 
tonight with Penticton 
tra~'elling-.to:-Vernon f r a 
Feb. 10 makeup game. 
DmT BII ES 
AT DOWN- 
AT ,TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
Boxing 
bad news 
Clarence (Jodie)Whte, 27, 
od Trenton, N.J., collapsed 
and died after he lost on a 
four thround techn ica l  
knockout to Curtis Parker of 
Philadelphia in a mid- 
dleweight pre l imina ry 
be=ing match Tuesday night. 
White returned to his 
dressing room, then 
collapsed undnwas taken to 
hospital where he was 
pronounced dead on arrival. 
A hospital spokesman said 
the fighter had no visible 
signs of injury. 
Briefs 
CALLS FOR REVIEW 
TORONTO (CP) walter 
Gordon, former federal 
Liberal finance minister, 
• called Tuesday or a review 
of the fiscal and monetary 
policies of the present 
government, whlc he 
described as "one of the 
weakest and most iseffident 
we've had in years." Ad- 
dressing a symposium at 
York University, he 
~ estioned the performance the RanknfCunnda as the 
rec tor  of credit and cur- 
rency. "I would like to ~ a 
study of all changes m- 
treduced by the Bank of 
Canada over the last ~} years 
. and-their Subsequent- effect 
on the economy." 
/ 
Suzuki's full ~e  of dirt bikes have the 
features that let them t~ike on the 
toughest terrain. And model for model, 
you can't beat Suzuki ." pnces, either, from 
the DS80C for junior riders right up 
to the top of the line DS185C. Every 
bike in the series gives you 5 speed 
constant mesh transmission. And for that 
high torque at low and high speeds, 
a Power Reed '~ ~tpe engine. " 
We cant  a full range of Suzuki motor-. 
cycles, and our service department 
stocks a complete line of pa~,s and 
accessones. 
When it comes right down to it you'll 
like our Suztikis and our prices. SO why 
not cm -^ "~~" ~ . . . .  ° 
TBRAOE MID DISTRIOT 
HOSPITAl, S001ETV 
Annual Meetin  
DATE: Wednesday, June 7,. 1978 
TIME: 8:00 p.m. 
PLACE: Lecture Theatre 
Caledonia Senior ~ " 
Secondary School r. 
The business will conslst of the election of members of 
the Society, the election of the members to serve on the 
Hospital Board of Trustees/and presentation of reports 
covering the year 1977. 
In order, to be eligible to vote,, membershlp mustbe 
purchased before Sunday, May 7, 1970. Membership 
may be purchased at the following Iocetlons: .. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Royal Bank of Canada 
• Toronto Dominion Bank 
, SUZUKI GOES THE DISTANCEI 
, . .  " = , " 
AT IERRACE EQmPMENT SALES LTD, 
Doalor No. 01|40A 4630 6REIG AVENUE 
* . . . . . .  636-6384 
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Ontario takes 
first in curling 
Betty Johnstoanof Saskat- 
chewan dropped from sole 
[~ sseeslon of first place in • Canadian senior 
women's curling champion- 
ship Tuesday by suffering a
9-8 loss to Ontario's Jo 
Wallace in the afternoon 
draw and then sitting out the 
evening draw with a bye. 
Meanwhile, Hadie Manley 
of Alberta and Dorothy 
MacKenzie ofnManitoba 
each won their games 
yesterday to move half a 
step ahead of Johnston in the 
standings. Alberta and 
Manitoba each have five 
wins and one loss. Saskst- 
chewan has four wins and a 
loss. 
Lillisn MacDonald of New 
Bmnewick is in fot=th place 
at 4-~, followed by Shirley 
Silverson of Quebec at 3-2, 
Wallace of Ontario and 
Joyce Myers of Nova Scotia 
at 3-3 each, Doris Bueckert 
of British Columbia t 2-3, Vi 
Pike of Newfoundland at1.4 
and Doris MacDonald of 
Prince Edward Island and 
Joyce Muyres of the Nor- 
thwest Territories each 
wtnlees after five games. 
Alberta also scored a 
decisiveg-4 victory over New 
Brunswick in a game celled 
after nine ends. 
Ontario defeated Nova 
Scotia 8-4 and Manitoba 
defeated British Columbia 9- 
5. Newfoundland had the 
bye. 
Ter raee  
INCOME 
TAX 
SERVICE  
635-2525 
PERSONAL AND SMALL BUSINESS 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
"NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY" 
$10 ":: 
4602 LAZELLE  AVE.  
TERRACE B .C .  
Ifso, you haw prob~ly 
received a tax infdrmafiofi slip 
(T4U) inthe mail. 
If the slip hasn't 
arrived... 
If you didn't get a T4U 
~om us, go to your local 
post office. Pick up a postal 
reply card to apply for 
duplicates. Fill it in and 
rraiil it. You'll get your 
duplicate T4U m time to 
file your tax retum. 
Ifthe slip has 
arrived... 
Ifyou did get a T4U but 
needs replacement for any 
reason, also use the postal 
reply card. Mark ".rep_lace- 
ment" on the card in t-~ 
upperdght hand comer. 
~. Ifthe slip has arrived 
but you need more infor- 
marion... 
~you~d get a T4U and 
still ~ieed an itemized state- 
ment, fill in the same card. 
You must write the total 
UI benefits you got in 1977 
somewhere on the card. 
This is important. It will 
help us get your statement to 
you in time. You'll f.md the 
t0talbenefits figure m 
Box"B"ofyour T4U slip. 
Canada, s Unemployment  
Insurance Program 
Working with people 
Whow t o work. 
smp!oymentgna . Smptel el 
l *  immigrationusnsae ImmigrationCansd! 
Bud Cullen, Minister Bud CuIten, Mlnlstrl 
~T 
I 
J 
/ 
U 
1 
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Sechrity Begins At Home Cer t i f ied  Van i t ies  
Is your home as safe from Fresh asparagus should snap when broken. 
toburglars as you would like Now°s the time to A r e  Sign of Quality " 
check for ways to secure 
your abode against crime. Decoration and design and serviceable. 
have become as important 
to today's bathroom as hot Good planning and prod- 
Check the landscaping and cold running water were . uc't selection can do the job. 
around your home. Are when the bath moved in One important factor to 
there large trees that might from the outdoors, remember when considering 
provide access to the second 
.story of your home? If so, in many modern homes, bath remodeling is that the 
elements that make up a 
prune them. YOu should the bath has attained the. new bath, such as fixtures, 
also keep shrubbery trim- status of a real room. Be- vahities, and-floor and wall 
reed so that you always have' sides the usual sink, tuh and coverings will be permanent. 
a good view of possible • toilet, many baths now in- For this reason, durability is 
trespassers and so that clude dressing areas, saunas, just as important as design, 
magazine racks, reading style and appearance. shrubs can t conceal them, lamps and built-in vanities 
either. 
to store a wealth of cosmetic Bathroom vanities, for ex, Property is fenced and I IOl ClOSe TO a, scnoo,s. ,zw 
How'about your windows and grooming supplies and ample, come in a wide range Includes 24'x24' garage sq. ft. full basement home. 
- -  are they as secure as they equipment, of sizes, styles, finishes, and i workshop. Good garden I Master bedroom with 
can be? Louver windows For the average home- prices. But none of these area with raspberry, walk-in closet and ensulte 
should have grates or grills owner, more often than not, factors is any indication of strawberry and rhubarb plumblng. Extra large 
which can open from thein- it's a question of remodeling "the quality of workmanship started. Appliances in- attached carport with 
side, in case" of fire. , to get a bath that is comfor- . that went into their manu- eluded In very reasonable entrance to basement. 
• .. table, convenient, stylish facture, price of 232,900. Asking price Of ~3,000. ' 
Install deadholt locks on , Ask us nbout using the B.C. Gov't 2nd mortgage as an 
all outside doors, in addition ~Ul I ' '  oaaaUn"  .,. ,. ,,..,., .n  ,oo, ,,,,, ,o,,,.,o. 
to regular locks, a room oov.,,,...o,., w,-,oo,,oo 
Keep your garage closed • .~ at rural properties. We have the application forms and 
and locked, and equip all On the inside, as well as mosphere. Handsome, pre- wouldbehappytodlscussthlsservlcewlthyou. 
to avoid the feeling that' ideal for the walls.Thefloor 
FOR A GAME ROOM as strategically planned as a move on the chess board, start with flooring that won't lose to Last but not least, in- your room addition is an could have colorful, comfor- 
frolicking. Here. Cumberland II oak parquet, with baked-in Chestnut Brown finish and Old English texturing,, adds vestigate the many alarm after-thought. Decorative table scatter tugs. 
warmtha•dwearabi•ityt•ac•nvertedgara•e•Theeasy•careparquet•fr•mBruceHard•••dF•••rs•••uesd•wnin•ne systems that are now. avail- materials for  walls, floor Because some of the ac- 
step so you can stretch decorating dollars by installing ityourself. 1" able. , and ceiling in the room tivities in a successful family 
Make Game Room N De ice Helps He . should he consistent with room maytendtobenoisy, 
ew v meowner  'those of the original house, you wil l  probably want Revenue producing 
. . . . .  Color is especially impor- acoustic tile for the ceiling, centrally located. 3 
bedrooms up - master with Cons VeEnergy I n t o  R e a l  Winner er tant. The safest thing is sim- .:..:..:..:..:-.:..:..:..:..:.':.':..:":..:":.'."':":" 13 bedroom full basement ensuite. Good carpet iply to continue the basic 
Nothing meets the chai- (estate sales are a 'likely How w0uldyou like to cut surprised to discover which color scheme of adjoining Be It Ever lhome on large lot near throughout. 2 bedroom I • So Mortgaged, lschools. Good family home suite In basement rents at I 
lenge of dancing feet, party source) or a 'sturdy built-in your electric bills by a con- appliances were the most rooms, unless the function i i  n need of some Interior 2210 per month. Ap- 1 
snacks  L or  bounc ing  ladder., siderable amount? Other costly to use. of the new room is totally " There's No different. In this case, you Place Like Home!  lflnlshlng. Garage and pliances included. Asking I 
Ironm for a garden. Asking $52,000. Floor area 1230 sq. I homeowners have done so, The energy monitor offers may choose to accentuate ':":":":":":":":":'<":":":":":":":":":" 1540,000 and open to offers, ft. eightballs like a hardwood Team floppy throw- simply by monitori g the 
floor. Easy to maintain and pillows and low-profile cost of their electrical usage instant feedback that is the difference by doing it in 
naturally goed-looking, to- stack tables with inlaid meaningful to Wen a young- colors that provide a pleas- Stop and cutting back according- 
day's durable parquet and chess, checker and back- ly. The Fitch Energy Moni- ster, who can immediately ing, compatible contrast. If Not 
plank is an unbeatable tell how many pennies i t  nature gammon boards. When not tor is a new device that en- 
partner for any game room. in use, they'll serve as snack ables homeowners todo just costs to turn on a bedroom your room addition is to he a family room, you can add , torn sl 
If:at-homeentertainment ,~ tables; or. s tack :up . in  a that~.~ i . . . . .  ~'~ ,:~ ;. light, for example. More im, to the pleasure of iL by .,in-the. 
portantly, ::the: housewife decorating and furnishing in ~ down 
is yoi~r ~rfamilfs idea Offun corner . .  • , • '  ' " The energy monitor,  who turns on her self-clean- a friendly, informal at- t ransp~,~ t,p©. 
but" ydu shudddr a t  the A '40s jukebox with LPs shown in the accompanying ing oven will be able to see - 
thought of what pizza can of the same era would be a ph6tograph, actually dis- exactly how much this con- 
do to your living room car- novel addition for back- plays the cost, in cents per Venience is costing in terms 
pet, why not convert an ground music or when pool hour, of electricity being of energy dollars! 
underused garage or extra and ping-pong tables are used in the home ,at that 
bedroom to a game room all pulled aside for dancing. The monitor differs from' 
can enjoy, complete with moment. ' a meter, which simply shows 
pool table, foosbail or pin- Whatever the activity, Light-emitting diodes, the  total amount of energy 
ball machines, with rugged oak parquet or like those in a digital watch used since the last reading. 
For example, if energy plank underfoot, you can or pocket calculator, tell the Consumers aregiventhisin- Park  A v e n u e  Rea J t~ L td .  6 3 5 _ 2 . 4 9 7 1  
count on flooring that won't time and the cost of your formation when they re- 
consciousness has inspired lose out to wear and tear. A electrical usage. The paten- ceive their bill - -  but, by 46111 PARK AVENUE, TEIIRAe|, B.e. V8G In  
you to become a one-car spokesperson from Dallas- ted device measures the then it iS too late to do any- " " 
family with a two-car gar- based Bruce says the corn- strength of the flow of dec- thing about it. The mont. ~!~:'~:~'"*<'~'~: " ' : ; ~ ~ , . ~ . ~ . ~ i  * =~' 
age, you have more than pany's uni(]ue process of tricity being *used and con, tor lets you know, on a ~ ~  ~ ........ :'I Ale, ~" : ......... " : ':--~ i~  ~:~'~ ,~:~::: . . . . . . . .  
enough room to play. factory-bak~lg carnuba wax verts the information into moment-to-moment basis, ~ :,,j ~ :~ '  " ::. " 
Start by replacing thegar- and coior'~l~o (as opposed " ~ ~ l  cents per hour, instantly, just how much money you " 
age door on the game room to on top of) natural wood' i. ~, ;::.: : ' '~<* ' 
side with sliding glass patio fibers produces a finish that Ever)' four seconds, the are spending on electricity, : /  .~  Modern home with an 
doors or floor-to-ceiling will last the life of your monitor readout display~s " so you can adjust your con- Right home for a big Veryimprossive2bedroom . A family home for y'ou. unusual floor plan. At. 
windows. Separate the home. the cost and time of day al- sumption, family. Splitleveldesign,4 home with fireplace, Excellent location,, three tractive front entry with 
ternatdy in red illuminated , bedrooms upstairs end 2 centrally located. Fully bedrooms, firoplaon/patio circular paved driveway. 
single car parking space The company advises digits foreasyviewing. Most downstairs, fireplace, finished basement witk 2 andmoro. Untnd at $49,900 Side entry thru a spacious from the •play area with 
routine vacuuming or dust homeowners mount it near End Closet Clutter! double carport, recently extra bedrooms, bath and and ready for you to move geroge. Landscaped and 
easy-to-construct, built-in mopping, and waxing as of- the thermostat, the better to remndeiled. Situated on rec ream. A lot of houae*for In. Just blocks from fenced rear yard. 3 
shelving, then finish existing, ten as you'd shampoo a car- encourage conservat ion . .Now's  the time to orga- big lot 134x173. Priced to only $47,500. Call Chrlstel elementary'school, nature bedrooms, full basement. 
walls for sound and weather. pet. As with any other floor- nize that hall closet, if it sell at $47,000. Ceil Horst Gxlllnskl for appointment troll end on paved street. Call Hans Caulien at 6~- 
proofing, ing material, spills should be The principle behind say- resembles Fibber McG~'s. Gedlinski 655-5397. ' to view. 63S.S397. . Call me today and arrange 4971 or see it on Realscope 
• . . . . .  • ceavsnlent ime for you 
By installing glucdown tended to quickly, to avoid ing energy through mona- Put hooks on the door to " ' . .  :::: to view. this h'emendous inour office. 
hardwood flooring that ap- stains that require special toting is simple: if home- . 
plies directly to concrete and attention for removal, owners know how much hold those umbrellas and, ! family home. Kelly 
most other floor surfaces, For more information on they are spending on else- hats, a plastic basket on the • ' " Squires 6~'7511. 
i . .  tricity atany one instant, floor for stashing boots and • ~,i,:~i,,i:~:~ ........ you're well on your way to decorating with easy-care they will make an effort to galoshes. 
the finish line. gluglown parquet or plank, = ~.~: , :~:~: .  ~:.~ :~ 
conserve. Being able to see Hide the odds and ends Over. h000 sq, ft., 3 Hobby ranch only minutes ~ '~ . . . .  '* ~"',,~ii~'"~' 
For the warmth and aswcllas naildownplanking which appliances consume stored on top shelves with bedroom home, partly h'omtown. Modem,2 year Only one on the blockl 
wearability an active game ' for pier and beam construe- the most electricity, helps short curtains on a tension flnlsbed full basement, old split.level home. 1176 Panabode constructh)n 
Including the two stall room needs, choose rustic tion, write for a free color families.to develop energy- rod, and ifspaca allows, in- Close to schools and sq.ff.,Sb~lrooms, sitoated ~ ~ : , ~ i ~ ~  garage. Four bedroom-, 
flooring such as Cure- brochure: Bruce Hardwood saving practices. Monitor- elude a tall, narrow chest of downtown. Asking $45,000. on more than S acres, a 
berland !! by Bruce Hard- Floors. 4255 LBJ Freeway, ing homeowners have been drawers(filing cabinets?)for Call Christel Oodllnskl63S. gondplecetoon[oycountry 4700 block Scoff Avenue, two fireplaces and Weld. 
wood Floors, an easy-care Suite 255, Dallas, Texas enthusiastic about results, handy storage along a wall SStT. " ' I1~.' Prlend at $62,500.. For three bedrooms, family view Drive location reeks 
parquet hat glues down in 75234.? remarking that they were of your closet. ~ more information call room and full basement for this home a must 0nyom 
one step. You can stretch decorating dollars by install- ~ Horst Gndlinski "4~397. storage or re¢ room. Split viewing list, Call Kelly D. 
level construction and two Squires and lets have • a 
ing it yourself, years old. Asking Sag,SO0. look. 
Call Kelly D. Squires 635. - -  
With your new floor 7616, 
underfoot, you're ready to ..... 
unleash your decorating in- Ideal family home• , 4 ~ . 
genuity on a room that's bedrooms, large living 
both functional and fun. room, dining room plus Just starting out? Take a 
wrap around sondock, look at this ful ly re- [~,~: 
Your wall of built-ins is Another" added feature . decorated 3 bedroom 
perfect for books, television Mother.In.law suite on house. Features • bright Over looking highway 2S. A" comfortable "starter" 
set, turntable, records, box- ground level. Beautifully kitchen and a fireplace. Country residence on half for the young at heart. 
ed games, cards, pool cues landscaped yard end lal:ge Nicely landscaped with acre lot. Has three Cozy 2bedroomh0me, wall 
am[ other accessories, carport. Drive by . 4614 fruit trees end berry bedrooms, firep[oce, .to wall carpeting, close to 
Hillcrest Avenue. then ahurbs, Ioeated close to alrcondltlonlng, carport,, schools and centro of town. 
Solve additional storage ph0noFronkSkldmore63S. ~ |ch0olsandceMrsoftown. par t ia l l y  f in i shed ' :  Asking $27,000. For on 
problems by hanging bicy. 5491 for an appolnfmont to All *this only 229,000, call basement. COIl F.. Skid. 'appointment to view, call 
clog, tennis rackets, skis or view. Christsl Oodllnlkl 635.5397. more for viewing. . 1 ' ' " Horst Godllnski 63S.S397. 
snowshoes on an easy-to- " "  
get - to  wa,. Complete the  O T H E R  ' P: I " "" '' ' L ~ n U U f O ~ i J i  ' 
three.dimensional wall LOTS ~ . . . .  .RURAL " ' 
mural with a colorful card R HTIR : .... VMl l lgn l l~ l l~ Ik  
table and folding chairs. . Let the tenant belp you . . /  , 1 
At one end of the room, with the mortgage 
try hanging a dart board on Two bedrooms, two acres payment. Side by side We'* have several small Acreage lots, partially 
andtwo In your familyl On duplex with full basement, acreages for sale. Clean'tO • cleared. Good gravel road 
a cork.covered backdrop, Kalum Lake Drive end' 3bedrooms each, electric t0wn'onpavemont. •Hydro access, undulstingterraln. 
along with a giant black- asking 225,s00. Ca'll Kelly heat. A good Investment available. Asking 212,800. Ideal for small hobby farm. 
board for keeping score or D. Squires for your forayoung family. Asking Call Horst Gndllnskl 639.. Phone Frank Skldmore 
playing tick-tack.to~, viewing., price $39,S00. For further 5397. 635.6591. For viewing. 
I f  your garage has a loft, dotallscall Horst Godlinski 
re.shape it into a cushiony . 635-5397. 
'conversation.pit, accessible WITH BATHROOMS GROWING IN SiZE AND STATURE, it's important, when remodeling, toinclude fixtures that wil 
via an iron library staircase last. Vanities that display the NKCA certification seal are designed to perform for years despite hard use.']" 
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. ? , 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andte repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 1Odays of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested net 
to send Originals of 
clocumonts to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publlcatlon. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
oppeerln9 In the ad. 
verflsement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one in- 
correct Insertion for the 
portlun of the advertising 
space occupied by the in. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liablllt~ to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such aclvertlsing. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Ad 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his,race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or I~causa 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per 
:nserflen, over 20 words S 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
sertlons $1.50/per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion,' charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds brier 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 msiled. 
NOTIOE 
CLASSI FlED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $S.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
: DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
The Terrace Art Association 
Is sponsoring a life.drawing 
workshop by Rlchard Yates 
of Port Simpson, on .March 
31, April 1 and 2 In the 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
To register before March 24, 
write 4711 Tuck Ave., or 
phone 635-2964. Limit of 15 
persons. 
WolOld Watchers meeting 
heldevery Tuesday at7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, ,1¢07 Lazeile Avenue. 
B.C.O.A.P.O. - Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November 18th 
1978. Arena Banquet Room 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747.or 635-3023. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, Clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 6"35.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
H.D. Snap-On Tool box, 
Industrial roll away work 
bench type. Like new con- 
dition 8800 or best offer. 635. 
9638 after 5 (c3-11J) 
DIDYOU KNOW- 
Queensway Tradlng 
3215 Kalum St. 
638.1613 
Have A New Shipment o 
- Bar type - pub mlrrors 
- Pachlnk0 - Japanese pln- 
ball games 
-California grape tray wall 
hangings 
Used hand guns 
Furniture - Appliances 
Much more 
Come in and 
Browse " 
-WE BUY 
ANYTHING 
OF VALU E 
TRADE- SELL - 
• NEW. USED- 
:)pen 6days a week 9:30- 4 
tll 9 on Fridays 
"Terrace's most unique 
second hand store" 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
on Lazelle Avenue on NITURE? 
Saturdays between 11:00 For excellent prices on 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank furniture see the bargain 
you. (nc) floor a t  FRED'S FUR. 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday NITURE LTD. 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 4434 Lakelse Ave. 
. Thornhlll Baby Clinic every Terrace 635-3630 
2rid and 4th Friday at the SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
Community Centre from 1:3C 
1:00 p.m. day prior to .4:00p.m. FOR SALE: Sliding storm 
publication day. • Adult Clinics - Non. Wed. & window with screen; toilet, 
Fri., from 3:00- to 4:00 p.m. bath tub; tub enclosure; tea. 
ServicechargaofSS.00eeall .V.D.CIInic-3:0Op.m. every ~wagen; boys skates, size 4. 
N.S.F. chlques. Mon. & Thurs. Fhone 635.6612 (p5-18) 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
yeers, unless the conditlon Is TIONS: PARENTSIN CRISIS For Sale: Framus 12 string 
I,,~m--, '-- - ' - - - -  -,~- ~'* -~ . . . . . . . .  "~d nawl Are you making your own guitar, good playing, con- 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ ^ ;, ik::: ~ . 'k .~St~v i~ '~#;~; t~th~.  life aqd your children s dillon, Ideal for oeglnner. 
requlr.qment,~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  ",':r~. ;" . . . . .  " ~ ' ' nest offer After 5 p m 635 inv,~t~(~-~::~+ : .~  ~.,,.~ ~,~,~; ; .~~~;mise i 'abte?  ' Do you cen- .  . . . .  " 
~ ~ ' ~ ' ~ ~ e ~ f ~ / - ~ s t a n t l y ~  yell at your chlldl~en; 1L+3795;: • ~ :~ :' + 
ng u -ers  . pictures. News of weddings ¢~'::pym~/rafl;rd;tf~[idngt~s (P3-17) 
(write.ups) received one FOR SALE: 40 gal. hot 
Publ ished at  Ter race  month or more after event toward them? 
$10.00 charge, with or P.I.C.'s goal is tohelp you water tank (cascade), 1tub 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, af- 
ternoons 
PUBL ISHER 
• Don Cromack  
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October  I ,  
1977 
Single COpy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mai l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Mal l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Ma i l  year 40.00 
+ 
39. MARINE 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of Amerlca I 
year 51.00. 
BOx 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & Dlstrld 
Phone 635.6387 
Giant Flea Market 
Sponsored by the Klneffe 
Club of Terrace Saturday, 
April 8th, 1978. 10 a.m. to 3 
p.m. Skeena Secondary 
.~l~nl Gym. Over 30 In- 
and groups have 
~0ths: macrame, 
, crafts, garage 
fish pond for the 
bake sales, a 
and various other 
I beothsl 
on.  50 cents each 
under 6 • Free. 
istrlct Girl Guides 
to announce the 
f a Land .Ranger 
In the Thornhlll 
s between the ages 
! 18 who are in. 
.lease call 635.3061 
(ctf) 
CARE FOR 
A St. John Am- 
Course You are 
old to lesrnl For 
)rmatlon, I~lease 
s Carol Harrison, 
' . I 
without picture. Subject to  
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.S0 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
The Terrace Art 
Association Is sponsoring an 
exhibition of 71 paintings 
some for sale, by local and 
regional artists In the 
Terrace Library Arb Room, 
until April 5. 
Entry forms are now 
available for those who wl~h 
to enter their arts, crafts and 
hobbles In the Terrace 
Annual Arts and Crafts Show 
on April 22 and 23. They can 
be picked up at Toce Craft, 
Winterland, and Northern 
Crafts, or by writing Box 82, 
Terrace. 
i 
become the loving con- enclosure (5 ft.), temper 
structlve parent you really glass. 1 steam•iron.toaster, 
want to be. 1 deep fryer. Phone 635.3864 
All Inquires absolutely or 635.5775. (p3-19) 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 
Jane 638.8302. 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635-7558 
OR 
635.T/28 
Swlngflme News, picture 
ads, dances, for Swingers In 
Wash. and Western Canada. 
Est. 1969. $3 per copy or free 
details. CY Club P.O. Eox 
2410, New Westmlnster, B.C. 
V3L 5B6 (108-21) 
Room 120 Skeena wishes 
contact relatives re: 
emigration Breakfast Co.op. 
Urgent. 
(1=3.17) 
CatholiC: Womens League 
will hold their Spring Tea- THE HOBBY HUT 
Bake and Plant Sale on Ceramic supplies & 
Saturday April 8th from 2.4 Greenware, a ir  bruehlng 
p.m. at Verltas Auditorium available • custom firing. 
Terrace. 3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
Is having an Easter Sale of 
handicrafts and toys on 
Thursday, .March 23rd, at 
their new location, 5010 Agar 
Avenue. Fl'es coffee will be 
served. Open from 9 a.m. to 
3p.m. 
22 cal. S&W revolver S125. 
Air pistol $25. Component 
caseffe deck $25. 2 piece 
dinghy $158. Bike 85 Drink 
Mixer el0 635-5407 (p5-21) 
2• used 15" radial summer 
tires Cheapand 1 pair 15" 
mags, to ,- fit 6 hole Chev 
pickup 635.9741 (p3.19) 
Tickets are still available for 
all 3 performances of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet May 
Sth and 6th atthe R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre In Terrace. 
Tickets cost S8.00 
Reduced Prlce of $4 for 
children for Saturday 
Matinee Performance only. 
Write,+encloslng a cheque for 
tickets, to the Terrace and 
District Arts Council, Box 35, 
.+ Terrace, B.C. For more 
Information phone 635.2101. 
Terrace Church of God, 
located at 3341 River Drive, 
will be +having a spaclal 
Easter Program March 26, 
1978 at 11:00 a.m. Evm;yone 
Welcomel 
For further Information. 
phone 638.1561. 
Clinton Manor 
contracting. 
'l~ouse wiring. 
LlS.S176 
T 
FULLER BRUSH 
Order now by phone. Phone 
or make an appointment. 
Marnle 635.9721. 
Furnished or  unfurnlsh~ 
;tudlo or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securit 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635-9422 
638.1o32 
I 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603/Scott 
One, two and thrt 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schooll and down 
Iown. Clean, qulat, 
spacious, security IockuF 
and patrol. 
Full time manager in 
residence. 
635-5224 
(cff) ~-. 
I 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, can. 
Iral ly located . .  Full) 
furnished. Reasonabh 
rates by day or week. Non. 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
6611. (cff) 
3 bedroom townh~se apb. I 
with full basements. | 
No. 118.4529 Straume. | 
(cft) I 
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom, 1V2 
bath, full basement, older 
home on .large lot, good 
• residential area. Close to 
schools, fruit trees, large 
garden area. 4823 Scott 
$35,000 635-3175. (ctf16,17 
WMWF) 
FOR SALE: By owner, 3 
bedroom duplex dwelling. 
Full •basement; ~oak floor; 
doubl~e lot, landscaped, good 
location. Low taxes. Phone 
635-3463 after six p.m. 
(CM'&F) 
Owner transferred. Must 
Sell. 
Exceptional family home, 
close to schools and shop- 
ping. Sunken living Room, 
with fireplace, sliding glass 
doors to covered patio: 
formal dining room with 
fireplace are hNo of the 
features of this outstanding 
home. Large kitchen with 
built-in china cabinet In 
~t lng area, mud room, 4 
bedrooms, 2 baths, rec- 
room, workroom, and ample 
storage areas. Complete this 
home. Large lot has fruit 
trees, garden area and 
greenhouse. 4840 Walsh: Low 
60's. Interested parties only 
please call 635.3175 after 5 
RETIRING? 
Adult.oriented, factory- 
bu i l t  hous ing  
deve lopments  on 
Vancouver Island - -  
Lower Mainland and 
Okanagan Valley. Into. 
Box 4002, Stn. A, VIc- 
.t.ofla, B.C.: or Box 802, 
' Summerland, B.C. 
CTF-M31 
FOR SALE: 91A acres V4 
mile north of town. Spring 
creek on property. Power 
available. Road starter. 
Phone (after 6) 635.4094 (cff 
t&f) 
PRIME LOT - Thornhlll 
District. Well and septic 
system S10;000 Call Ed 
Carder . 9.%.4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNelll, B.C. 
V0N 2RO (pa.may 12F) 
FOUR plex for sale by 
owner. Centrally located In 
Terrace, full year round 
occupancy, excellent In- 
vestment potential. Phone 
635.9471 for further in- 
formation. 
(CTF 10-18) 
Stuff Envelopes $28.00 per 
100 (possible). Information 
send Self Addressed 
Stamped Envelope to J&G 
General Agencies Ltd., Box 
590, Peachland, B.C. V0H 
1X0. ( p20-1 )
For Sa le -  1974 Pinto. Good 
mechanical condition. Very 
reasonably priced at S1100. 
Rhone 638.9058. 
(1=3.17) -
1974 1 ton Ford series 250. 
360.V.8, auto-trans. Good 
condition. Phone 638.1682 
after 5. 
1972 Ford Cortlna 2,000 cc 
motor., 4~ soeed standard. 
Very good condition. Phone 
638-1682 after 5. 
(P3.17) 
For sale, 1974 Datsun B2.10, 
very good running condition. 
Phone 635-5832. 
(PS-19) 
73 Chev Impala 350 P.S., 
P.B., air shocks, 51,000 
miles. Very good shape 
S2,580or bestoffer. 63 Comet 
$125 only. Phone 635-7883 
(p2-17) 
I=OR SALE: 1974 a/, ton 
Dodge Club Cab, P.S., P.B, 
auto trans, radio, canopo, 
only 31,000 miles, after 4 
p.m. call 635.5187. (p5-20) 
27' Coronet, Danish built, p.m. 1969 Ford • I/2 ton 360 stan- 
flbreglass cruiser, 330 h.p. r- (CTF) dard. Asking $2,500. Phone 
drive, C.B., sounder; hailer, 635-6511 ask for Dennis (pS- 
frldge, hot and cold water, FOR SALE: BY Owner. 3 20) 
Estar heater and more. Call bedroom home. Quiet 
624.9275. residential 'area close to 
(P3.17) downtown and schools. 1150 1973 Toyota Landcrulser FJ. 
sq. ft. Up and down 40, 4x4, new brakes, reset 
Boat for sale: fireplace. Large' rumpus valve Job, moving. Must 
15 foot +V" fibreglass room. 11/2 bath upstairs, sell. $3,258 or best offer, 842. 
Runabout with full soft top Full beth downstairs. 2 6352. Hazelton. (c7-22) 
and windshield wiper 1977 50 additional bedrooms In 
hp Marc. electric, extra basement. Fully landscaped 
tanks on E.Z. loader troller, with garden area. Fenced FOR SALE: 1972 Pontiac 
Contact Grant lapps, 4721 yard. Carport. Phone to Ventura "in excellent con- 
Loen Ave. 638.1856 or 638- view 635.7628. (A5.21) dillon Can be viewed at 3921 
8131. Crestvlew Ave., Phone 635. 
(P3-17) 3782 (p3.18) Must sell: a clean 3 bedroom 
home. Cement foundation, 
w.w carpeting, fireplace, 
attached garage on a fenced 
lot 85x200. Asking $33,000. 
View at 2552 Penner or phone 
635-5172. 
(CI0-19) 
IFOR SALE: 3 bedroom| 
home. Reasonable priced. I 
Large storage shed. | 
Fenced yard. Near I
schools. Walking distance I 
from town. 635.2744. (c1-| 
17) I 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
EIlctrlcal and Refrigeration 2 bedroom basement suite. 
Unfurnished. With fridge 
and stove. Available April 
1st. No pets. Good for 
working couples, Phone 635. 
5738 (c1-17) 
Hobby Farm In Smlthers. 
20.6 acres, three bedroom 
house, S acres cleared. Barn 
and other out buildings. ;" 'o 
year round creeks. Close to 
town. For further Inform4dlon 
write to A. Lestander ~" ~x 
2475, Smithers or phone 847. 
2150. 
(P3-17) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the Iobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(otf) 
KALUMGARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment, for 
rent, some with basen~ent 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio.To view 
Apt. No.8 on Scuff Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 638.4841. 
ctf) . 
CEDAR PLACE 
A PARTM ENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table, 
~lth security interphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets.,' (ctf) 
FOR SALE: 1975 Honda 
motorcycle. 400 CB Super 
Sport. For Information call 
635.5773. (p3.18) 
Michelangelo carved his fa- 
morn statue .of David from a 
marble block on which anoth- 
er sculptor had started work. 
i 
38 acres near Seely Lake. 
South Hazelton on Highway. 
Power, telephone, creek, 
+ spruce house logs, and saw+ 
• flmberl S19,000 Phone 842. 
5954 (p4.18) 
i 
1969 Mercury Cyclone 428 CJ 
4 speed 60,000 miles Sl,000 or 
best offer. View 635.6511 
Loc. 262 Ask for Brad Gray. 
(c3-18) 
HAZEL . PARK, Mich. 
(Reuter) - -  A robber armed 
with a pistol mtered a local 
store Monday and dropped 
his gun. 
He picked it up and de- 
munded money, maUng ox[ 
with about I500. When a cus. 
tomer gave chase, the 
robber fired at him, missed, 
then dropped his gun again. 
He made it to his getaway 
car, but ran out of gasoline 
about hree kilometres from 
the store. He pushed the car 
into a service station, but the 
station was dosing and the 
attendant refused to serve 
him. 
When police arrived, the 
robber was stuffing meney 
under the car seat. 
"l'd call him a real ama- 
teur," said one policeman. 
Police arrested Willar~ 
Dillon, 30, on charges of 
armed robbery and assault 
with intent to commit 
n~der, 
1973 Ford Ranger 4x4. Flat 
Deck with tape deck. 52,000 
miles. Phone 635-4798 or view 
at 4840 Sunset Drive. 
( P10.21 )
1974 V.W. Station Wagon, 
good condition. Phone 635. 
3990. Ask for Joe evenings 
and weekends 635.9647 (pS. 
18) 
1970 Flrebird PS, PB, 8 
track, good co'ndlti0n 638. 
1541 (p3-19) 
FOR SALE: 74 Dodge 
Coronet .Custom, 8 cyl. 
deluxe interior. PS, PB, 
Vinyl roof, $1600. In good 
condition phone 635-6394 9-5 
638-1003 after 6 (c5-21) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Datsun 
Club Cab pickup, ?~as 7500 
miles, 1976 Datsun F10 
station wagon, 7800 miles, 
1970 International 4x4 
Travelall Phone 638.2315 (c3- 
19) 
FOR SALE: 1974 Thun- 
derbird, PS, PB, sunroof, 
electric seats, lots of extras, 
beautifdl car, must sell. 
phone 635.6611 (p2.18) 
FOR SALE: 12x46 two 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
in Thornhill. Asking S13500. 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-7117 (eft) 
Fully furnished 3 bedroom 
12x~1 mobile home. Large 
landscaped lot 84x210. Will 
rent the let. Rent free for 1 
year if trailer Is bought 
separately. For more in- 
formation 638.1507. (c5.17) 
81/2 foot camper. Im- 
maculate condition. Fridge, 
furnace and overhead bunk. 
Used one summer. Priced to 
, sell at S2,800. Phone 635.9058. 
(P3-17) 
12x60 Monarch Mobile 
Home. 3 bedrooms and 
partially furnished. 8x25 Ioey 
shack. Asking $8,000 Phone 
635.3542. (c6-19) 
1968 Genral, 12'x58' trailer, 
with low shack. Un. 
furnished, set up and skirted 
in park In Terrace. $6,000. 
O;B.O. before March 24.78. 
Seaat space No. 17.5016 Park 
Ave. or phone 635.6174 days. 
(P:7,10,11,12,14,18,16,17) 
FOR RENT: Trailer spaces 
available In a treed setting 
within 3 blocks from In- 
dustrial Park In Terrace. 
For further Information cal l  
635-6611 (p5-21) 
I l d tMh C~umbla  FOreSts 
Sealed tenders for the 
following tree planting 
contract(s) will be received 
by the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, At- 
tention Reforestation Prince 
Rupert; B.C. on the dates 
shown below. 
1. Contract 103110.23 
Located Goat Creek Ranger 
District Terrace • Number of 
Trees 15 thousand Viewing 
Date April 3 1978, leaving 
Ranger Satlen at 0900 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
planting site prior to sub- 
miffing a tender for this 
contract is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p.m. April 13 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub- 
miffed on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) indicated, or 
from the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests Attention 
Refores ta t ion  Pr ince 
Rupert,. B.C. 
The lowest or any lender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
¢epted. 
MORTGAGE LOANS: 
MORTGAGE MONEY. Any 
amount (28 years amor- 
tization). 1st mortgage from 
10 percent, 2nd mortgage 
from 121/2 percent. 
Residential, Commffrclalt, 
Buildings. J.D. Phi l l ips ,. 
Capital Corporation, 10673 + 
King George Highway, 
Surrey, B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 
508-0411 or evenlngs 585.1603. 
(cf l -  T) 
ROCK CHARGED 
VICTORIA (CP) --  Christ- 
opher Michael Rocj, 29, of 
Victoria, was charged 
Monday with two counts of 
criminal negligmce after a 
• Jan. 27 car accident in which 
a 19-year-old paanenger in 
Rock's vehicle was kdled. 
Rock elected trial by Judge 
and a prdiminary hearing 
date of June 29 was set. 
AJACCIO, Corsica 
(Reuter) -- Nobody voted in 
Sunday's second round of the 
French par l iamentaz  
ejection at the village of 
Erone on this Mediterranean 
island. 
It was hardly a surprise. 
The viHaga l~s only one 
inhabitant. 
But one lntri~ing question 
remains: How did29 persons 
from the village vote in the 
first round of the election 
March 127 
DISTNIOT OF TEIIllAOE 
NOTIOE 
LAND USE OONTRAOT AMENDMENT 
Notice is hereby given that a Publ ic  
Hear ing w i l l  be held on proposed Land Use 
Contract  Amendment  By . law Pro jec t  No. 
ADP.02.7809. The cont ract  is concerned 
w i th  the fo l lowing area:  
The most  nor ther ly  367 feet of Lot 3, DL  611, 
Range S, Coast Distr ict ,  Plan 3067 
The general  intent  of the proposed amend-  
ment  to the Land Use Contract between tbe 
D is t r i c t  of Ter race  and Madig  industr ies  
Ltd.  is to a l low for  the construct ion of an 
addi t ion measur ing  approx imate ly  65 feet 
by 70 feet to the  bu i ld ing s i tuated at  5003 
Graham Avenue, Ter race ,  B.C., and for  
fu ture  addi t ions  as may be requi red.  
The proposed Land Use Contract  amend.  
ment  may be v iewed by any and a l l  persons 
requ i r ing  more  specif ic in fo rmat ion ,  dur ing  
regu lar  business hours a t  the Mun ic ipa l  
Hal l ,  3215 Eby Street, Ter race ,  B.C. 
The Publ ic  Hear ing w i l l  be held in the 
Mun ic ipa l  Council  Chambers  on Mo, ,~ay, 
Apr i i  3rd, 1978, at  7:30 p.m. 
Any and a l l  persons hav ing an in terest  in 
the proposed Land Use Contract  A, : ;end- 
ment  By . law Pre lect  No. ADP.02.7009 shal l  
take  notice and be governed accord ing ly ,  
E.R. Ha l l sor  
C le rk .Admin is t ra tor  
! 
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For Sale, 10VY Holiday 
Camper with lacks. Sleeps 4. 
Oren, Fridge, stove, furnece 
and flush toilet, phone 635- 
7432. 
(P3.17) 
FOR SALE: Camper for a 
small pickup. Asking $1680 
Phone 638-1239. (¢5.20) 
FOR SALE: one 25' 
Streamline. Aluminum 
trailer, complete self con. 
teined with air conditioning 
and complete bathroom. To 
view call for an appointment 
at 635.6672 (p3.18) 
FOR SALE: Empress 20' 
Motor Home, Sleep six, 3 
way frldge, shower etc. 
Excellent condition. Phone 
635.9561 (AS.20) 
FOR SALE: 11' Vanguard 
Camper. Excellent con- 
dition. Phone 638.1547 
anytime. (p3-18) 
I 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NOJOBTO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SI DI NG 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENT WORK, 
PAINTING 
Phone after 6: 
635.4094 
MOVING??? 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
ONE-WAY TRUCK RATE5 
THROUGHOUT WESTERI~ 
CANADA. 
• CALL TOLL FREE 
11 g-808-M~.3478 
BUDGETRENTATRUCK 
Wish to have your furniture 
refinished by an expert? 
Want a good lob for a good 
price? if so call me, Wayne 
of Wayne's Wood Working 
and Refinishing after 4 
phone 63S~722 (c30.m18) 
Bakkers Modular Structures 
for sale: Very reasonably 
priced, attractive looking 
pre.feb. Greenhouses. 4 roll 
poly or flbreglass covering. 
Phone 638.1768 or view at 
3961 Dobble St. (p10.1) 
Notice of Appllcat Ion 
for Change of Name 
NOTICE is hereby given 
that en appl!catlm will be 
made to fhe Director of Vital 
Statistics for e change of 
name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the "'Change of 
Name Act," by me:- 
Richard Barolinski of 40 
Egret Street, in Kltlmat, In 
the Province of British 
Columbia, as follows:- 
To change my rome from 
Rlchard Barollnski to 
Richard Bard. 
My  wife's name from 
Resells Marie Barollnski to 
Resells Marie Bard. 
Dated this 7 day of March, 
A.D. 1978. 
Richard Barollnski. 
(A1-17) 
To whom it may concern: I 
will not be held responeible 
for any bills or debts In- 
curred by anyone but 
myself, as of this date, 
March 20, 1978. 
Wayne Cheva l ,  
No. 32-Wondland Heights 
Trailer Court, 
Terrace, B.C. 
(P3-17) 
announce that "TAN TIN" 
sire of halter and per- 
formance winners will stand 
at stud for the 1978 Breeding 
season. Phone 635-6403 and 
inquire about our 
breeding fees. 
(C20.M17) 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
S200.00 monthly part-time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com- 
pany, C-O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hestlngs St., Van- 
couver, B.C. VGB 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C; V2C SK1. 
(ctf) 
REAL ESTATE: Rural 
Acreages near Silverton. 
4.76 acres to 14 acres. Three 
creeks. Some parcels 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. 5hop dlscl'eetly by 
mail, Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully Illustrated 
catelogue of merital aids for 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. VGB 3X9. 
(cff) 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  
Comedian Mort Sald has 
filed for divorce for the third 
time in four years tr?m the 
same wile. 
Sald, SO, and his wife 
Margaret Lee, 3S, were 
married in 1970. 
Tbe latest suit, filed 
Tuesday in Superior Court, 
asks for joint custody of the 
couple's 1½.yearold son, 
Mort Jr. 
S~id flied for divorce in 
1974, but the couple recon- 
cried before the divorce. He 
filed again in Januarz,n19'/7, 
but again the proceedings 
were terminated. 
~--"ANGELES (AP) -  
Actor ,Ton Voight is bel~ 
sued for divorce by his ac- 
partlallycleared, otherswell tress-wife nfte~ a six.year 
timbered. Quiet sefflng. ,,,,,,,,4o,~= n~nm-~= Rind in 
$7500 - $24,000. Selkirk ~=_ =__ t,....., -~'ow ' ~J[Jq:~|U[ a, oUtilL'l, ~ • 
Realty Lfd., Box 40, Nakusp, MnP*,hnlln= Vnioh~ 99 
.c: voG 1R0 Phone ~-=~&"i;~";;=t;~%i ~e'
363S. (17,18) couple's two children, 
= m , James, 4, and A~q~elina, 2. 
The suit ~lednMonday also 
NOTICES: G°vernment eaid the couple is still 
overspending is destroying workin8 out ter'ms of a 
Canada en0ughl in; property settlement. 
formative literature $2.00. VoJght, 37, and Iris wife 
Radical capitalist movement separated last menth. 
of protest. Box 1052, Dun- 
can, B.C., Canada. "We 
Stand on Guard for Thee. "  
LIVESTOCK: Slack team 
Mares, approximately 1500 
Ibs'. Roan team, 2 year old 
Geldings. All broke te drive. 
3 Reglsterad Arabian Mares, 
1 Arabian Stelllon. Phone 
83~43,~. 
New Business's 
Not listed in our 
B.C Tel Directory. 
IORA ANIMAL HOSP ITAL  - 635-2040 
We're 
Listed 
Here/ 
____ .'DS BODY SHOP-  63.5-9410 
TERRACE OIL  BURNER SERVICES - 635-4227 
THE HOBBY HUT - 63.5-~393 
THREE R IVERS WORKSHOP - 63s.2~3e 
GEMIN I  EXCAVATING - 63.5.3479 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY HERALD 
[ i f  you wish your Business n~ ~ 11, f ,~ ,  . - . . - - -  
Phone listed for your customers / - l ease  q.~dlL O;.'5D-O;.'5~¥ 
COLORING CONTEST 
- WINNERS/  
a*,., 
I" 
f i  ICKETS ON SALEHER 
% 
We had a tough job picking 
the winners. Thanks kids, we 
hope you all had fun too! • 
1st 
2nd 
TIED 
FOR 
SECOND 
PRIZE 
Susan StHbur/ 
II;n 11 $15.00 
R,R,2 01d lakelna lake Dr, 
Torraoo 
SHdra Estalrook= 
t $10.00 
36 Gannet ~rosoont 
Kitlmat 
David Wuinmillgr 
t $10.00 
3026 Nountminviow Avenue 
Torraoe 
3rd Ivan lasohonko 
k;o 4 
4618 Tuok Avenue 
Towage 
$5.00 
WAY TO GO KIDS! 
DETECTORS WORK COOMCTTEE FORMED 
' .  VICTORIA (CP) A 
, VICTORIA (CP) -- public liaison committee has 
Statistics collected by the bern fornk, d in  Lytton to 
it, uvernn,~,[ show smoke provide communication 
detectors could save many between the government and 
lives, fire marshal Henry K. the public in matters in- 
Jenns said Monday, Jenns volving development plans 
said that while just 23 per in the Stein River drainage 
c~t  of the fires reported in area, the ministry of forests 
British Columbia last year said Tuesday.Serving on the 
occurred in the usual committee are represents- 
sleeping time between tires of the British Columbia 
midnight and 8 a.m., fires in forest service, other 
that period accounted for the resource~geneles, the forest 
most damage and the industry and several public 
greatest loss of life of any organizations, the ministry 
period, said in a news release. 
A MEAL FOR TWO to the sum 
o[ $I0.00 has been donated 
to the HERALD CARRIER i 
OF THE MONTH compliments 
of 
BROWNIES FOOD 
(TERBAOE) LTD. 
4736 Lakolse m-m= 
i BOTII  E I 
REZONING ubli¢ m: 
Notice is hereby given tha i  a P 
Hearing wi l l  be held on proposed Zoning 
Amendment By-law • project No. ADP-02- 
7806. 
The proposed amendment is as fel lows: 
. . (a )  Rezone the South half of Block 32 of 
D.L. 362, R.S, C.D., Plan 967, being 3705 Eby 
Street from Rural (A I ) ,  to Single Fami ly  
Residential (R I ) .  
. . (b )  Rezone the remainder of the North 
half of BlOck 32 of D.L. 362, R.S, C.D., Plan 
967, being 3712 Munroe Street from Rural  
(A1), to Single Fami ly  Residential (R I ) .  
The proposed By: law may be viewed by any 
and al l  persons requir ing more specific 
information, during regular business hours 
at the Munic ipal  Hall. 
The Public Hearing w i l l  be held in the 
Munic ipal  Council Chambers, 321S Eby 
Street, Terrace, B.C., on Monday, Apr i l  3rd, 
1978, at 7:15 p.m. 
interest in  Any and al l  persons having an 
the proposed Zoning Amendment By. law 
Project No. ADP.02-7806 shall take notice 
and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk.Administrator 
o =========================== 
: ii @i. :~i 
%','> ~:.::~:::::~::::. .":::;::,:::::::: 
Ralph Moy Tom Milligan/ Irvin Hildebrand Mark C. Anderson 
Surrey, B .C .  MarnieFoulkes (for group of 10 winners) Williams Lake. B.C. 
Salmon Arm,. B.C.  Cloverdale. B.C. • ~;1 ,000 ,000  
Sl,000,OO0 Sl,000,O00 Sl,000,O00 
~.~'::~. 
~',:-::: .~ ~ ~ - 
• ':~~'$ . . . . .  ~.~ 
::::::::::::::::::::::: .~<:~:." ': 
~. ;L~y~i~n Mr" & Mrs" D°bb/ Raym°nd W'Anders°n Jack Fischuck R°nald & Beatrice 
Mrs. P. Brennan Maple Ridge. B.C. Winfield, B.C. Mathews 
Victoria, B .C .  ~100,000 ~'~100,000 Duncan. B.C. 
~1,000,000 SlO0,O00 
I ,  1 ......... 
BRITISH COLU MBIA ALSO WINS! 
The sale of Provincial and Western Express Lottery tickets not 
only produces big money winners, but also provides milliondof 
dollars for areas which benefit our entire province. Here's a i".... 
breakdown of "public benefit" disbursements from lottery 
proceeds to date: :~ 
• Health Services. " . $2,700,000 
B.C. Cultural Fund . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $3,142,000 
B.C. Physical Fitness and Amateur Sports Fund...=1;1,400,000 ~!~ 
B.C. Heritage Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,000,000 ~.~i 
B.C. Special Events Fund . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$  700,000 
Awtar Singh Phil Sherstobitoff 
Whether or not you win a prize, the money you spend on Vancouver. B.C. Blue Berry Creek, B.C. 
Provincial and Western Express tickets stays in B.C.--helping to $'1 $1 support activities for people throughout our province, w~uut )  w~t Ju t /  
HOW AND WHERE LOTTERY TICKETS ARE SOLD. 
Provincial and Western Express lottery tickets may be pur- 
chased from supermarkets, drug, variety, convenience, 
confectionery and department stores, newsstands, restaurants, 
dry cleaners, credit unions, trust companies,Government 
Agent's offices, shopping centre malls. Over three hundred 
clubs and community organizations earn sales commissions 
for wodhwhile i)rbjects,. | 
.------------------------------------------, 
 hovCincici I ORDER B.C. LotteriesBranc~ I P O.,ox.7. I 
F O R M  victoria. B C. " V8W 3B7 I 
I Please send me D (minimum 5 Express tickets} $ i -$~q Checlue~] Money Order D I 
Express tickets x $1.00 = Amount Enclosed _. 
I Please sendme D Provincial tickets x S5.00 =AmountEnclosedl $ "- -"-~CheclueDMoneyOrderF~ I 
• I 
Street ' > 
I City Prey. ' ~/.., Postal Code Telephone No. 
I I11  Gift #ore : , I 
MAKE CHEQUE OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO: B.C. LOTTERIES BRANCH Tickets for thonext !1 
available'Issue will be mailed to youas soon as possible after receipt of thl~ order form with velld Payment. . II 
m- , , - ,  ---. m m m m ----, m aaron ,,,-,- ~ m mmu~-  s in  m dl 
i .  
i rw 
Mrs. Anne Perry F. Nicola Berardi 
(for group of 10 winners) Vancouver. B C. 
Prince George. B.C. ~;1 t000 ,OOO 
S1,000,000 
Mr. A. Stokes 
Vancouver. B.C. 
~100,000 
Tom Harroil 
Vancouver. B.C. 
~100,000 
LOOK FOR THE "ON SALE HERE" DECAL. 
If yOU are unable to pur- l~r~. .  ~'~"~ 
chase a Provincial Lottery I[:~J~P, I I 'M I~~, ,11  
ticket from any of the 
outlets above, simply 
compete the coupon. 
.  
~dt dJtw 
f 
i: 
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t i it - - - r r  
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FOR SUNDAY. MARCH 26, 1978 
What kind of dayL will your way from a most unex- 
tomorrow be? To find out what pected source. 
the stars say, read the forecast SCORPIO m ~' .  
given for your birth Sign. (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
A day for compromise -- not 
Your innate uggressiveness 
will prove an advantage in 
conducting day's activities. 
Dun't go overboard and aliesate 
friends or associates, however. 
TAWUS t ~  
(APr .  21 to May 21) 
You may find yourself in the 
nddst of controversy. Don't let 
i t  bother you. RatheL get 
together with opponents and, 
your innate foresight, you • 
can solve all matters nicely. 
GEMINI l i t t le "  
( l l y  22 to June21) 
Care needed in matters Of 
• e0mmunlcat ion .  Misin- 
terpretation of a letter or 
message could lead to errors or 
~ .  
(June 22 to'Juiy 23) O ~  
You'may get a lot'of off-best 
Ideas now. Put them right out of 
~ ~ in all s t~o~,  i! 
be bnpoi'tant tostress goou 
Judgnmmt, levelheadedness, 
self.conti'ol. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
Great Joy on the home front! 
An article you thought you had 
lost or accidentally destroyed 
suddenly comes to light. 
ur  n IV I  Ua (Apr. 21 to May 21) H Everything points to a most or0scope interesting and inspiring day. 
• %w-/ ,~ l~\o - /  You should be filled with new- 
Frances Drake • found optimism and self- 
FOR FRIDAY, MARCH 24,1978 cenfidenee. , 
GEMINI  ] I  What kind of day will SCORPIO vn ,~t~. (May 22 to June 21) tomorrow be? Toflnd out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
the ~ say; read the forecast Pause to apprai,e potentials..~':',:'~..~'~'~ "'~o~':u~a~nd ' ' - - ' ~ "  ' " ~"  
given for your birth Sign. Decide cautiously, but not °"~?  ~."J . . . . .  ~. e,.. • 
fearfully, whether you should some~y li. yo u sireSSeYOU I 
stand toe-to-toe with the.quie~! y c~.ever man our 
ARIES t~=~ competition orcircumvent it by .nanking slcua~ons an~y (Mar, 21 to Apr. 20) toc~., uc=,.,s - , - ,  v ... . . .  
a clever maneuver. 
SAGrrrARIUS M,¢~ CANCER 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) "(June 22 to July 23) ~ 
In dealings with others, be You may make a new 
sure to note their eactions. The acquaintance or renew an old 
right word at the right time friendship. Look for those 
could be a big factor in attaining "small" blessings and gains so 
your ends. often belittled. They could make 
CAPRICORN 't /4'~'~ your dayl 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vUKII LEO ,~ ' ) ,~  
Teamwork will be important (July 24 to Aug. 23) v~ 
during this period, so make it a You may have to make some 
point o associate and work with small concessions ow, but this 
those whose interests and aims would be better than losing out 
for stirring things up. In all 
relationships, use the always 
reliable "velvet glove" treat- 
meat. 
SAGTI'rARIUS ~a~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Travel accented here. A short 
trip "made on the spur of the 
moment could produce most 
interesting results. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Keep your head and maintain 
the pace that's best for you. 
Don't let others way you with 
ideas of doubtful worth -- 
especially if they involve heavy 
spending. , " 
AQUARIUS ~-~ 
(Jan.21 to Feb. 19) ~ 
Curb a tendency toward 
pessimism. With good judgment 
and a bit of finesse, you can 
make your outlook brighter, 
expand possibilities. 
P SCES 
(Feb. 20 to Mar; 20) 
Make decisions only after 
careful investigation. Ezpend 
energies toelicit lasting results. 
Avoid the"quick return" angle: 
It is fraught with traps. * 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
keen, quick mind, are ex- 
are similar to your own. altogether. Some .nice benefits trumely perceptive tothe needs 
of others. You are intuitive, AQUARIUS ~ indicated 
~Jan 21 to Feb 19) ~ '~.=~ ' idealistic and are endowed with 
' - " " "' with our VIRGO " Illgl,~'~.. many talents; could succeed in 
as.~dgt~.~go:?~furtbsrYour (Aug. 24 to Sept. ~) "" ,o~1' art or literatureespeclully;but 
own aims as well As with Be realistic ana put,eRe w on y could also make a name for 
Capricorn, it's a clay when worthwhile .goal.s..N . o.p- yourself in the business world, 
- _^.1....m . . .  ~,~fvi~,, por t ,  nee oneren utrougn me-- in science, the law or 
.~..mR.,,,,;,, , , ,  v-~ ,~,,~ • ,.~ use of your creative.ability, statesmanshin -- denendlng On mvioenus, r . r . . 
PISCES ~.~---~ LIBRA . .t1.~.g your leanings and education. 
(F~b, 20 to Mar. 20) /%~.  (Sept. '24 to Oct, 23) ~ ~ Birthdata of: Tennessee 
A day of mixed influences. You may not be aware of it Williams, playwright; Robert 
You can hold your own through yet but, within 48 hours, some Frost, poet; Diana Ross, 
thoughtful management, with a unusually good luck is coming singer; James Caan, actor. 
dash of imagination. Do not 
become annoyed if some change FOR MONDAY, MARCH 27,19"/8 
in your program is necessary. 
prescription $ervic~ ............................................... ,, 
the  AMAZING SP IDER-MAN.  By Stan Lee and John Romita 
• - ~ . - ~ . 
CATFISH 
YA HOtO ~ID AH KIH} 
~HC~T~ CATf iSH .~, J 
by Roler Bollen & Gary Peterman 
/ 
SHxedtP SHOP AT REDS BILLIARDS I 
Solar influences not entirely What kind of day will SCORPIO ~, ,~ 
favorable. You may encounter YOU BORN TODAY are tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) " " by Brant parker and Johnny hnrt 
. . . . . . .  extrsmel V versatile and have a the ~tars ay, read the forecast Frustration CANbe avoided; ~s~ WIZARD OF ID 
telun .on ;,.m some.are~ .~,~.P ..,.~";ao 'ra~ee,  of talents from given for your birth Sign. so. era} indecision and lack' of ~ .;' I~ , I  ! i f -~N~ THINI~-r" t~ I /am,  vn~- 
our oalance ~ lcoa al me ts Meet "~' ~ . . . . . . .  , '~'" o''-'~'-- Y . • • faith m your own taler . ~.. ( • which you can choose a lively . ~,.; . . . . .  THI[q~'I'~fiT T ~dght.idaoifl~ng~. - - -  art ARIF-~ .~.  withotherstetaUlovermu~lni liL J i l  . . . . . . .  / 
VIRCd) ~;eaat:U,eeemuS~Sic, c;ue~ishing: (Mar. 21teApr. 20) lY l~  problems and possible op- :i!~.:~ ~i: _ r~-ff"~, ' l :~..  ~NT~V~KIPA=~ C~[::~J[~ 
(Aug, 24 to Sept. 23) ~ . .~..  business and finance, to name An unexpected encounter position. _ I : J  i ! l  l ~.~ \{  ~ NEED ~ ;~"~ [:~t.|TIG~Ng, 
~t les .ma .ne.w|.l~u butafew.Youareinclinedtobewith the "right" person S~G.I~AR~SS 21 ~ ~g~__~ [ i !~h ' .~dt  ~.~?i~.~| I ~ ] /  ~ - - ~  
wulmlere,,gyoucousloefunlY, materiulistie. Imn.'v is your brlghtons your prospects for x . . . . . . .  ~. '~-: ,  ~ .:'r'~ " __  l! iky~M~[~'~'~,i, 4%~I :1 , /  l ~ / I. Xi l~ l 
• " nl to as " - - - "  • ,,- You now nave me inSlne tracK ; , .  St0dywull--ifo Y grasp eoalandvoufr entlyattamltattulning an almost ira- ~ ¢~i~~~-.~ "  t~ ~" 
av . -- but semethnes at the expesso possible goal. - ' " '  . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  rtanities I:i ,./._ ,-,~,., J ;(~ )/L_ z-0, I ~l /~ oention " m a number of ways -- if you >, .~:,~<~,,~:::.~:~:~- 
LIBRA of personal happiness. Ae ' n le .... :: ~ ~;<~: ' "~ 
#O-- i  q i  *^ /I,~I" '}qt~ "~ '~ '~ . . . . .  inhlitin~q they far TAURUS )-(~c--';~ when .available and ha d l; ( ~ ' ~ ]  ~ /~ 'C '~) l  . 
is . . . .  #~l  . . . . .  n.inu d'=1o m,m~qxqvm..~gon|n~nowera (Apr, 21 to May 21) '~7~ them in your usual clever l i  i ?~"~/ '7"]k  
.: ."3 ."~_'~"/_'_"__~_~="~.--~: ~,.,~.-"--,C=,-. Wm'---~--n~[; ~..--e" Certain events can act as nmnner. ~ . .  t~ ~ t~(~l  
mine i ~ m m ~  u[uw== .u  u ,=, ,= , , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  --.,', . , tao . . . . ,o  t .  ,h~- future. Keep . CAPnlCORN i~t - -~  E ~ !  - -  . . .  . . . . . .  , , , , , - -  
:~t  _.~ . :y.  * . .~  o t _~ ~!'-_~2Y. ~o~ ~ E '  ~;new trends and don't (W.  22 to Jan. 201 V~ ~ . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
t e r m e i l o n ,  llOlU a lacuHion~ s , iu le~! iun '  W . . . . . .  ~ t ~ l ' ' '  ' . . . .  : " '  " ' : ~ ~ 1 " ' ' ' d k or  . . . .  ' - ~  " . ,~  - -' - " - L . . . . . .  . ..; . . . . . . .  ~..:~.~. . .. ,~...D-;~.,~ , ,mmsa4r l~ . . . . . . .  ~.,<,~-:..~. Rl,galj~, an , old tac : :~.,  .... . ->  - i l  With ~ Ot  ~ " ~ "  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  = : r . . . . . .  : " " " " . .  " *< '~ i " "  " ' 4' . * .  ""  " . . . . . . .  THRACE ..... . . . . . . .  i 
~:.~;~.TiURl~ll .  il~i~.;~i~;~:::,~/~..;_.________.__ ~.< :~l~,Mml ; 'L ...~ l i ~  ini lgof/te this day .  Not  ! l l _ l l i £  ' " / t i tT /~~'+l i~T%T .no  VAllI~ • •FUll~k ; " -' ~ ' tMay ~ tO June Zl) ' f o,,..,~,,ki...o,, is THE thin,, m r iUMIU ~--~/ it,~w ~mm~_.~. .  run  lvvn  t l ru lnu  
~nm~ . A_ ,=~ LIBRA ~ Don't try to buck present ~ou~"~mo'"w ~ . . . .  . o, I I  ~' - -  rm-t~ rll,.~,i il,.~m-~.. " I ALLETS ~ LEII6UESN0W!" 
• ~ua l  mauers may need Your pereenal ambitions may . . . . . . . .  vw I fui ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~1~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~ ~ . - , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
revising. Look for better an- be dependent on some trends associates wno come ne ne p . Stellar influences auspicious. ' 
swe~. A state of readiness indicated in the day's news. Scrutinize. all offerings Put your mind and kcen powers • B.c. 
¢ 
. i  . - . 
m, 
needed to cope with the unex- Adjustments are bound to carefully. 
pected, follow. CANCER ~ 
TAURUS ~j~,  (June ~ to July 23) 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) SCORPIO ~,~ Be flexible but not easily 
Most endeavors should (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) turned by every wind that 
prmper, but think twice before Better than ordinary ad- blows; eager to take new steps 
you speak or act. Above all, vantages for you, but dun'L forward, but not at the risk of 
avoid tendencies toward the force issues. In all things, look future losses or set-backs. 
unorthodox; to extremes in below the surface. Don't be 
ge/wraL taken in:by ~ptrflcinlitiss. LEO ~ , ~  
GEMINI ~ SAGrrrARIUS ~#~k (July 24 to Aug. 23) 
(May 21 to June 21)..Mi .. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) You may now have • the 
Once you know your ideas You may have' mixed feelings responsibility of handling 
have - good potentialities for about some matters, a sense of another's financial affairs. Do 
of observation to work, but 
DON'T make .impulsive 
decisions. A good day for ac- 
complishment. P=C= XgJ 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Rule out extremes and fool~ 
chance-taking. Maintain a 
.steady hand, awatchful eye and 
a determination not to forsake 
• principles. Some misleading 
influences prevail. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 4i\  
( 'TOI~'( 11~ THU~ TACI<.., "1  
II.IO i~  " 
mlccom~ Issenoiime =putting confusion. Take suffici~t ime ,w i th  care. Dependence on. ,ndowed with a fine intellect " ~ : . ~ . ~ - - ~  
them into effect. Gcod Merenry to know what in esp .ee. teaoiyou you ts great, and extraordinary intuition;- KINNEY, Minn. (AP) --  the policeman that his so- 
influences should help you. undbowbosttogoaooutlt. Aan are extremely ambitious and tiers" were '. wrong, but ~ "  " -~.  t '~ . ~ i i "  
~t lq~ ~ ~ ~ 'DON T worry. VIRGO nDt~ reesived a ticket a~wey for 
(June 22 to July 23) =~__, ~ CAPRICORN 1~.~t-~ (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "'~ ~ talented along many lines. You 
In dealings with others, don t (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) YO~. .  A bit of friendly advice could thrive on attention -- aide.in 
resort o brevity or abruptness Stars favor a new apprcaen to mushroom into a profitable many cases, you attract it with 
of Speech when full ex- difficult promems, con-move.Don'thesitatetograbthe great and. brilliant achieve. 
plaustiona are truly needed. Do soildation of gains made in the chance when you get it. " shlnement" FieldSincludeln whiChmusic,yOu can 
The secession of this town of 
600. which last year  
proclaimed itself the failure to obey an officer. 
Republic of Kinney, har~y ,.'Y, avllz, who called it a 
caused a yawn in. Wasa- "meatball case" before it 
ington, but it brought f~ei.gn got to court, won the da.y. To make an :avocado'ripe~;faster, put it in a papa= bag. ~. 
the aid from the city of Durum. 
your heat to really "c°m" "Pant" Sti'u't" looking n°w -- fur LIBRA bnslaess'get.togethers resultful. I'~ Jl~3I theater' medicine' the law' Indust  r i al  i s t J en [ b e g i n  is uing pass.pc .r~.. n.ext ¢ AR R i E R S I munlcate." Improvco rena'ns. (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) --~-~ '~' physics, statesmanship. Traits Paulucd of Duluth gave the LEO _ifll.;-t~ AQUARIUS 19 ~ t  Friends will make demands to conquer:/,stubbornnessi town a new police cruiser . 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ~f~- 'u~ (Jan. 21 to Feb. ) .~Y/~ on your time, energy and cash. overaggreasiveness. Btrthdnte and several cases of pizza. "- 
A day which should lift your Personal relationships in Be wary. One who is especially of: W.K. Roentgen, physicist, Town Attorney James 
spiritscossiderahly. Per-~unelescellent favor. Social or aggressive may pose a resl inventor oftheX-ray;GiorlsRandullsays.Kimieywill . ~ NANTIED 
relotioeship~ should be highly proSlem. Counteractwith tact, Swanson, actress; Sarah 
congenial, with romance ac- 'You should have a good day. poise. Vaughan, singer, week, be stampe(I wire me 
cea~d duringthe p.m. hours. PISCF.~ ' . X :~-  community's slogan: "Filed 
VIRGO I ~  (Feb. 20 to Mar; 20~ . x:.~ im ° lii o ' 1  i~Tripllcalie.". ' . 
(AUg. ~4, to Sept. 23):-cYIL Mixed influenees~. Questinn , 14 ,s  , [1. Kiimey town council tooli ~ ~  T E R R A C E  Some misunderstandings and investigate where there is the tongue-in-chesk action to 
 bleinune. t  a es.: mar :or  r:iDo-  %l , I I I  otest.deralred --pc in 
Counteract with poise, mc~ ann suggesuous rummy. ~na uo n applying for a $186,000 water 
I I I D" "ONA BEACH, Fla. 
tAP) --  Corky Osipower r 
,o r' ~'! l  U.S. awildfire.,,pound is "sellingmcat tastes'like, Goulot  ~O t? 
~(CROSS 50 Kind of pine 3 Yucatan 2S Cleansing "Eome say the ~) . - ,  i I I "M"   ke ork . , ,  and  =her s., d ,. '1 4 Give forth 56 Seed 4 Supreme 23 Support n 
g .m.ied eover g monurch with u fund I I I ' ° t  
12 Macaw Roberts 6 Hostel " in Buddhist " l 
in 58-- Baba 7 Surge , scriptures ............. ~ ~. ~ ~ ~7 13 
Spain 59 Recent 8 Archer's 26 Epochal W ~ : : ,---~/~ 
l, y  ule . end go.'  .K.ghi's ,o . ,, " I " l  m"  
IS'Utter 61 Actor 9 Indian wife 
16Heavy Marvin 10 Gebrlg ;38 Money 5b Ms7  I I 58 
IS Degrade DOW~ 11 PdntePs 29 Elliptical v,--~ -' "' ' 
I120 Scottish. in 17 Make a Captain . , , ~ r.i 
Gaelic Spain mistake ,31 Function in 
I I  Repulse 3 Semite 19 Harden trigonometry 
MiUtary Avg. solution time: 37 nfln. 35 Eccentric 
bridge units 
AnCient Irish -[SIA 12 DMI~IAII~MI~IGI I IS/ 38 one.,Bale." 
,. •capital ~. N A.~GIEiSIAINIEi  IS~tT N A~RI~IO~TI~IEiEI  40 Univ; at 
• Baton Rouge 
33 Fi~t lady I~E ~N E LITI121AIDIEI121 42 Fen~ale ruff 
34 Itcathe " ' "  FiTiA ~ITIF 45 Love god'. 
;" before ~ IPIUJ12!L/N~NiSIEINISIEI 
N,Youth [~DIF :IPIA "I~TI 47 River duck 
Ewefs child ~N~I~IE IS~iA I~Hi  48 Story 
• 39,Water / / .  ~1 ~.I~]P 49 Lake or port 
• flower IEIN~IAIGIEiEIXIPil I~IEI 50 Poflce org. 
41 Baker's need IB[EI~TipIAI Nm I IDIOLI 51 Mou~ 
43 Marries IB IAIDE~OI~iAIL IAISI  5S Insect ~gg 
44 Born  ISIPlEIDISIEIEmNIEINIEI ~ M~er's 
46 Steep, ' 3;6 quest 
isolated hill Answer to Saturday's PUZZle. 54 Girl of song 
gm 
I 
CRYPTOQUW 3-6 
WTP/MXJBWU RWWJK JMXT PU-  
JXBFK: :XRFP  AWU'APUJMXJBWU 
Setruday's Cryptequlp--TOO-PATIENT DOCTOR SOME- 
TIMES ERODES PATIENTS! PATIENCE. 
~") 1978 K in i t  Features Syndicaie, Inc. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: T equals P
The Cryptoquipts a Simple suboUtuflon elphev in which each 
letter used stands foi' another. If you think that X! qunls O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words; 
and words using an opostrophe can give you olues tolocatiug 
vowels, Solution is accomplished by,trial and error, 
more expensive. The next 
cheapest isking mackerel at 
$1.75 a pound," 
Shopper Mary Willis says 
she and her husband ate 
sharkmeat in New Jersey 
for years. 
• "We broiled or baked the 
meat, but it can be fried," 
Mrs, Willis said, "It's good 
with barbecue sauce." 
DETROIT, Mich, tAP) --  
Patrolman Donald Kirkwood 
told a traffcc court Monday 
ihat Judge Justin Ravitz was 
angry last August when his 
car was halted to let 1,000 
persons at a Ford Motor Co. 
convention cross a street. 
Kirkwood testified that the 
JclUdge swore, inched his car 
ose to the crowd, threw his 
dr iver 's  licence on the 
ground and climbed on his 
car roof in protest. 
• Ravitz, acting as his own 
attorney, said he later 
smiled and acknowledged to 
PHONE ................ 
636-6367 
Pear area 
'I'HORNHILL 
,Kofoed 
and 
River 
area 
Queensway area 
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........... Plan Solar/e t To Raise Fish 
Ottawa - -  Use of solar energy to heat the water 
of a federal government fish hatchery is planned 
by the Department of Fisheries and the En- 
vironment. 
Scheduled for full operation by the end of May 
1978, the solar project is being installed at the 
Fisheries and Marine Scrvice's Experimental 
Fish Hatchery in the municipality of Rockwood 
in Manitoba's Interlake region. 
Representing the first practical application of 
solar energy in a federal government facility, 
the installation is expected to supply 70 per cent 
of the annual heating needs of the hatchery, 
which raises fish for research purposes. Nor- 
really, ground water at a constant empera~re 
is pumped into the hatchery and then heated 
electrically to accelerate growth rates of the 
fish. 
"We feel there is  a lpotential for widespread 
application of this heating method by com- 
mercial and government hatcheries throughout 
North America", said Fisheries Minister Romeo 
LeBlanc. "Similar concepts may be tried at 
other federal government fish hatcheries in the 
near future". 
| IOeeoo  
project has already gone out to leading Canadian 
manufacturers. This is in keeping with the 
federal government's objectives to develop a 
strong solar energy manufacturing industry in 
Canada. Actual installation will be carried out by 
hatchery staff. . 
Preliminary• research and design for the 
project were carried out by Donald Carter, of 
Ottawa, a departmental energy conservation 
consultant. A $40,000 grant from the Renewable 
Energy Policy Branch of the Department of 
Energy, Mines and Resources enabled the 
project to get off the drawing board. 
The decision to locate the project at thishat- 
chery was prompeted by the fact that the area 
has one of the highest solar radiation levels in 
Canada. 
Built in 1971, the hatchery is used primarily be 
groups involved in fish-farming studies, but•also 
provides experimental fish for research into the 
effects of environmental contaminants or. 
aquatic life. Annual production capai~ility is in 
excess of 2,000,000 two-inch fingerling rainbow 
trout. 
An aUradve feature of the, project is that the A second experiment to save heating costs at 
life cycle costs of the pro[0med system are ex- present underway at the hatchery involves 
pected to be lower than those Of a conventional recycling water previously heated for use in the 
• heating system. 1 : • .~:sh rearing tanks.-A system has been designed 
A call for tenders for the required 1,250 square to remove toxic substances produced by the trout 
feet of fiat plate solar collector for the hatchery so that he water can be 90 percent re-used. 
• e l t t i I eeeoee le te t  * ***eot to t te t toe i i  * **************************  teeter  i t  * l • * lee  • • . : • to o* * I I  eeeoeeo loeo  el oetooo l  Die l i e  
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Sudbury Fighting Baok 
SUDI~URY, Ont.(CP)--lf Ron Meredith, general tion to get down to the national and international 
there is hope in Canada's manager of the Sudlzcy bminessoffiihting for Sud- figures who, according to 
economic future at all it still Chamber of Commerce said Imry's future. Meredith, will spend time in 
can be found in one of the in an interview that he was "Up until about five the community ennflderin 8 
most unlikely places--here "more psychologically" months ago," said Meredith, nothing but the future of. 
in the city thst six mcoths depressed when Inca an. "all we could see about our . Sudlmry. 
ago reeled undor the an- nouseed the layoffs. 
nouncemcot that more than And mattors deteriorated 
1,800 of its men would be as rumors flew, manidpoi, 
without jobs by midwinter, provincial and federal 
Sudbury, which calls itself politieians reacted with 
the "hub" town of Northern disbelief and anger. 
Ontario, is the base of the 
world's largest nickel mine, LIFE (]OES ON 
with smelting and refining But, Meredith said, life in 
industries. Sudbury went on. 
The weakening of world' Today, six months after / 
nickel markets prompted the initial blow, Meredith 
Lnco Ltd., and then and a dedicated corps of 
FalcbnbHd~e Ltd, to lay off trade unionists, politicians, 
employees with warnla@ Of businessmen, government, 
• possible, further staff cuts. edueational officials and 
It was disastrous news to dtizena are fighting back. 
Sudbary's 100,000 people, They plan a, conference 
especially to employees who ,april 7-8. It is no ordinary 
bad worked for less than two meeting of minds, said 
years. They were to be the Meredith. Dubbed Sudbuw 
first to go . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2001, it is a bid for joint ae- 
economic situation when the 
layoffs were announced were 
the negative aspects. 
"But the impact' of what 
has occurred and what. we 
can do to ttL~ our fortunes 
aruund has managed toget a 
lot of us off our hacks." 
• Sudlmry Committee 2001 
has such partidpanta s 
Elmer McVey, president of 
the Sudlmry and District 
Labor Couneil; Mayom;Jlm 
Gordon, Sudbn'y Regional 
Chairman Doug Frith, David 
Patterson, president of 
United Steelworkers Local 
6500,  and Leo La Sorsu, 
president of the Sndbury 
Real Estate Board. 
STUDY COMMUNITY 
The committee has invited 
BRIEF 
PUBLISH FIRST IBSUE 
EDMONTON (CP) -- The 
native law centre at 
University of Alberta has 
published its first baue of the 
Canadian Native Law 
Bulletin- The bulletin, de- 
signed to provide basic in- 
formation on current 
developmems in the area of 
native law, ,will be published 
four times a year. 
CITIES GREW OJURJLY 
There were 71 elties world- 
wide that had populations of 
one million or more in 1960; 
~n 1~5 th is  figure bad to zez. 
With the Guide, 
you can  do  it .  
i:~i'://.i:/. .... .~i:/ ~:~I:~i:" ii,: ::~i ~ ,ii~ili~ii~ :i~: i ~ . . . . . .  '::.i::i:::; 
I • 
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The income tax return has 
been improved this year, 
making it easier for you to do 
it yourself. And to make it 
even easier, read the six basic 
steps inthe Guide. You'll 
. probably find all you need to 
i . know there. But if you have 
:: " anj) additional questions, ' 
:::,:, - yqu'll:flndtheanswers in the 
detaile~ po~on of the Guide. 
And remember: 
1. 
Include all your oflginal 
receipts. 
2. 
Double check your return 
before mailing it. If you have 
a refund coming; ~/ou'll get it 
sooner if your tax form has 
been done accurately. 
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Saturday, Maroh 25 5 p,m, to midnight 
:00 
7 
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I•1' KING '3  CFTK (NBC) (CBC) 
NHL 
Hockey 
Nhl 
NHL 
Hockey 
NHL 
Hockey 
NHL 
Hockey 
NHL 
Hockey 
Eduction 
Laverne and 
Shirley 
• Billy 
Graham 
Billy 
Graham 
Canadian 
Express 
Canadian 
Express 
' News " : ' • I .The National 
/,Saturday I Night 
. Night Live • 
I Show 
Night Live . I "Paradise 
. ~..turdsy I Hawaiian Style'" 
' NlClht LIve Cont " 
Sunday, garoh 
i~  t ~ lOVle  Cont 
Cont 
;45 cont 
• Sportworld 
• Cont 
;45 cont 
3 Cont 
mumi i lmlmml l  
:00 Cost 
• :1£..., -cont 
G.t,mar 
_ _  Game " 
77 .Seaflle 
• Seahawks 
News 
News 
News 
i News 
Animal 
World 
Wild 
Kingdom 
The Gong 
Show 
The B ion ic  
Woman 
Movie 
"Emergenc;yl 
Surv iva l  on 
Charter 220" 
Cost 
Cont 
' News 
News 
:'4$ News 
Music to 
See 
Country 
Canada 
World 
Superstars 
World 
Superstars 
Superstars 
It Is 
Wrlflen 
Makers 
Hymn 
Wild 
Kingdom 
Reach for 
the Top 
m 
World of 
Disney 
World of 
Disney 6 i- News How ' ~  Come? 
7 Wortdof 
Disney 
~ t  
Prolect 
U.F.O. 
Prolect 
U.F.O. 
• Special 
Speelal ....3o sp~,,, 
Special 
4 d~ :oo I Special 
I I  I I  I I  :lS I Speclal 
I I  II • :30 1 Special 
4 4 :~ INews • 
I i ;;~ I N,~, 
JL JL I 
BCW 
(CTV) 
Wide World 
of Sports 
Wide World 
of Sports 
News 
Hour 
News 
Hour 
Robinson 
The Blonlc 
Woman 
Rolf Harrls 
Show 
Acad .  Per -  
formaco 
"Jesus Chrlst, 
Super Star'" 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
That's ttollywood 
That's Hollywood 
CTV News 
News Hour Final 
The L:ate Show 1 
"The Optlmlsts'..,,~~' 
com 
Cont' , 
Cont " 
Cont 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Five Star Ntovle 
".The Dark at the 
Stairs" 
c0nt , 
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